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Chapter 1

Introduction
This annual report summarizes the research and development activities of the
Section for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics at The University of Oslo in
1990. It includes experimental and theoretical nuclear physics, as „ci: as other
fields of physics in which members of the section have participated. The report
describes completed projects and work currently in progress.
The experimental activities in nuclear physics have, as in the previous years,
mainly been ccnicrcd around the Cyclotron Laboratory with the SCANDITRONIX
MC-35 Cyclotron. Using the CACTUS multidctcctor system, several experiments in collaboration with the nuclear physics group at the University of Bergen
have been completed. Some results have been published and were also presented
at the international conference in Oak Ridge, U.S.A., while more data remains
to be analyzed.
The cyclotron has continued to work satisfactorily due to the untiring effort of
E.A. Olsen. The excellent job done by him, J. Wiknc and T. Ramsøy in keeping
the accelerator and data system in operation is highly appreciated by all of us.
The collaboration with foreign laboratories has continued in 1990. We participate
in the Nordic collaboration, NORDBALL, at the Niels Bohr Tandem Accelerator
Laboratory in Risø. Members of the section also participate in experiments at the
Darcsbury Laboratory, England, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, and KVI, Groningen,
Netherlands.
In the fall Tore Ramsøy was awarded the degree Dr. Scicnt. The title of his
thesis is: Spectroscopy High Above the Yrast Line in Rare Earth Nuclei
At the end of 1990 10 students (for the degree Cand. Scicnt.) and three postgraduate students (for the degree Dr. Scicnt.) were associated with the section.
While the University covers the basic costs of running the cyclotron laboratory,
the experimental activities would not have been possible without the continued support from the Norwegian Research Council for Science and Humanities
(NAVF). Support from the Nordic Committee for Accelerator-Based Research
(NOAC) and the Nordic Institute of Theoretical Atomic Physics (NORDITA)
is also gratefully acknowledged. The work in energy research is supported by
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NAVF and the Council Tor Agricultural Research.
Finally, the efforts of Torgeir Engeland, h' gne Guttormsen and Tore Ramsey
who have served as editors of this report, are appreciated by the other members
of the Section.
Blindern, April 1991
Svein Mesaelt
Leader of the Seclion for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics
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Chapter 2

Personnel
2.0.1

Research Staff

Sven Lilicdal Andersen
Harald Andts
Aysc Alac,
Bård Bjerke
Torgeir Engeland
Ivar Espc
Kristoffer Gjøtlcnid
Magne Guttormsen
Ole Hcrbjørnsen
Morten Hjorth-Jcnscn
Trygve Hollebckk
Finn Ingebrclscn
Svein Mcsscll
Eivind Osncs
John Rckslad
Anders Slorruslc
Roald Tangen
Per Olav Tjørn
Trine Spcdstad Tvcicr

Assoc, prof.
Research ass. (NAVF)
Research ass. (until Aug. 1)
Research ass. (NAVF)
Assoc, prof.
Assoc, prof.
Assoc, prof.
Assoc, prof.
Assoc, prof.
Research ass.
Professor (Senior scientist)
Assoc, prof.
Assoc, prof. (Section leader)
Professor
Professor
Senior scientist
Prof. cmcr.
Professor
Research ass. (NAVF)

2.0.2 Technical Staff
Izchak Moore
Eivind Atle Ol.scn
Tore Ramsøy
Jon Wiknc

Engineer (until April 1)
Section engineer
Section engineer (NAVF)
Section engineer
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2.1 Coopcrators, Research Staff at Section for Electronics
and Measurements
Bernhard Skaali

Professor

2.2 Visiting Scientists
25.01.90
25.01.90
25.01.90
25.01.90
25.01.90
20.07 90
12.12.90

E. Hammaren. Jyvåskyla. Finland
B. Hcrskind. Niels Bohr lnslilulcl. Denmark
I. Ollcrlund. Lund, Sweden
H. Ryde, Lund. Sweden
G.Tihcll. Uppsala, Sweden
F.A. Career, Dubna, USSR
D. Strottniann, Los Alamos, USA

2.3 Students
As of December 31, 1990. 10 graduate students (for die degree Cand. Scicnt.)
and 3 posl-graduatc students (for the degree Dr. Scicni.) were associated with
the section.

K

Chapter 3

The Cyclotron
3.1

Operation and Maintenance

E.A. Olscn, J. Wiknc and S. Mcsscll
No major replacements or modifications of the cyclotron or the beam lines has
been done in 1990. Approximately 80 days have been used for schedu'ed and un
scheduled maintenance. Problems have mostly been connected with the cooling
systems and the KF-sysiems.
The total beam lime for nuclear experiments in 1990 was 396 hours, 'He beam
was accelerated most of the lime. The cyclotron was also used 23 times, a total
of 36 hours, by the nuclear chemistry group for isotope production.

3.2 A Universal, Low-level and High Frequency Multi
plexer System for Operator Supervision
J. Wiknc

The increasing complexity of the beam line at the Cyclotron lab gave rise to the
need for a new multiplexer system for both beam measurement points and video
cameras. Commercial solutions were both costly and not particularly well suited
to our requirement.
One single design of K-channel multiplexers takes care of both these needs, i.e.
currcnu in Ihc sub-nA range and frequencies of several MHz. Several units may
be cascaded. Two multiplexers fit onto a 19" rack front pan.! only 30 mm high.
The inputs and outputs arc BNC contacts at the rear of the design.
The channels arc selected electronically by means of lighted push-buttons on the
Cyclotron control desk, same type as those used in most other contexts at the
lab.
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Chapter 4

Data Acquisition and Analysis
4.1

Introduction

'I'hc dala acquisition syMc:,i at the Oslo Cycloirun Laboratory may be divided
into two major componcnls:

• A fmnl-cnd system responsible fur data digitali/ation, read-out and for
maning. This system is based on a VMEbus with connections lo CAMAC
and NIM devices.

• A back-end system used for on and off-line analysis. This system is
based on a ND-5XIX) minicomputer. A UNIX workstation is connected to
the ND-5X0O ihmugh Ethernet.

NIM

0
VME

0

D
0

VME-VME

c

UNK

> M.

ND5800

_ 1'

C.

CAMAC
Apollo 4500

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of die data acquisition system
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4.2

Configuration

a) Float-end
VMEbus system with:
CBS FIC 8230 CPU. MC6802tV6888l.2 MB DRAM
VALETPIus firmware
I
CBD 8210. CAMAC Brinch Driver
I
NIM Interface
1
TSVME 204. EPROM socket card
2
VBR 8212. VME-VME link, receiver
I
VBR 8213. VME- VME link, transmitter
3
TPUs. Trigger Pattern Units
NIM ADC Interface System with:
16
Silcna 741I/7420G ADCs
CAMAC system with:
4
Silcna 4418/V ADCs
4
Silcna44l8/TTDCs
Apple Macintosh SE with:
VALET-Plus Bridge
1
20 MB disk drive
b) Back-end
ND-5800 computer with:
SINTRAN III jpcrating system
20 MB memory, 384 kB cache memory
1
MF-VME DOMINO Controller
1
Internal 3-slots VMEhus
2
450 MB disk drive
1
70 MB removable cartridge
1
Floppy disk drive, high density
1
MT unit, 1600/6250 BPI
1
Ethernet connection, TCP/IP software
1
HP-7550A graphics plotter
1
Philips GP 3(H) printer
I
Genicom 340 line printer
1
Epson LX-80 printer
I
Interactive workstations, each with:
a) "DICO" video colour display, 8 colours, 384 lines each with
288 pixns, display controller and video memory in CAMAC.
Another CAMAC module is used for cursor generation and
colour transposition from 8 to 4096 possible colours.
b) CRT terminal

11

I
30
I
3
I

Teklroni» 4612 VHJCO hard copy unM
Terminal cormccuum via NET/ONE
X .23 connection. Coloured Book* fik transfer protocol
Local terminals
CAMAC erne

Apollo DN4S0O workstation with:
UNIX btd4.3 operating system. X Windows
MC68030/68882. 8 MB memory
I
350 MB disk drive
I
Cartridge tape. 60 MB
I
Colour monitor, 1280 x 1024 pixels
I
Ethernet controller. TCP/IP and NFS software
I
QMS PS -810 PostScript lascrprintcr

4.3 DAISY, a VMK Based Data Acquisition System for the
Oslo Cyclotron laboratory
T. Ramsøy

4.3.1

Front-end

The front-end or the Oslo Cyclolron data acquisition system is based on the
VMEbus standard. The system has been designed to handle the read-out and
formatting of dala from the CACTUS mullidclcclor set-up. The data rate from
the CACTUS is estimated to reach 3000 events/s. The average length of an event
is about 10 32 bits words, giving a maximum dalaralc of 120 kB/s.
fig. 4.2 shows a block diagram of the front-end acquisition system. The Trigger
Pattern Units " '') supply a hil-pallcm. Currently, four units arc available. The
interface to NIM ADCs' ' ) has been produced in collaboration with the Niels
Bohr Institute. One NIM interface system, abic to handle 16 ADCs, is available
at the cyclolron laboratory. Tne readout of CAMAC ADCs and 'I'DCs is done
with the CBD 8210 CAMAC Branch Driver ).
1

1

1 1

1

4.3.2

Back-end
6

The from- and the back-end system is coupled together with a VME-VME link ).
The ND-5800 computer is equipped with a DOMINO Controller ) which interfaces ihc system bus of the computer, the MFbus, to the VMEbus").
7

The main task of Ihc back-end system is data analysis and storage. The data
buffers are transferred directly to magnetic tape. Simultaneously, the data arc
sorted into histograms in memory. These histograms arc accessible to the
SHIVA ) system through disk files. A block diagram of the activities of the
9
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Figure 4.2: The DAISY front-end system
back-end system is presented in fig. 4.3. The data buffer and the messagebox
is known to all tasks through the link-segment mechanism in SINTRAN. The
DAISY system is operated Trom SHIVA through a set of commands. The commands are transferred to the DAISY control program, DACQC, by an internal
device.

4.3.3

Data reduction

A real time program. RF-DUC, for off-line data reduction has been developed. To
select a special particle type, a wirvlnw is put in the thickness spectra obtained
from the A A' and K signals fror.i the particle telescopes. The program also
makes an automatic gain slabili/alion of ihe energy measured in the E-countcr
of the panicle telescopes. A two-pass strategy is applied. In the first pass the
gain values arc calculated for each nth record. The values arc stored in an array.
The second pass performs the data reduction and the accepted data arc multipl'cd
by the new gain values. Accepted data arc stored in a long array in the computer
memory. This is written onto a new magnetic tape after die data reduction has
finished.
References:
1. Nuclear Physics Oroup Annual Report 1987, Department of Physics Report, University of Oslo, 88-05 (1988)
2. B. Bjerke, A Trigger Pattern Unit, User's Manual, University of Oslo,
1988
3. T. Ramsøy cl al., Proc. of VMEbus in Research Conference, Zurich,
Switzerland 1988
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DOMNO

T
C M

IMImVW
FnntEntf Ac* lyt.

Figure 4.3: Relationship between the back-end system tasks
4. P. Høy-Chrislcnscn, NIM Interface. User's Manual, NBI, 1987
5. CAMAC Branch Driver CBD 8210, User's Manual, Creative Electronic
Systems SA
6. VMVbus, Vertical Bus System VBR 8212/VBE 8213, User's Manual. Creative Electronic Systems SA
7. S. Lied, DOMINO based MF-VME Interface, Norsk Data 1987
8. Nuclear Physics Group Annual Report 1988, Department of Physics Report, University of Oslo, 89-09 (1989)
9. B. Skaali cl al., SHIVA - a Mulutask Data Acquisition System for the
Oslo Cyclotron Lab., IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., VOL. NS-30, 5. 1983
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4.4 The Dala Acquisition Program SHIVA
B. Skaali
SHIVA is the main dais analysis program at the laboratory. It handles tingles
and multiparameter data acquisition and off-line sotting (playback) from magnetic
lape. The CAMAC based data acquisition sysicm has now been replaced by the
DAISY syslem. Il is. however, still accessible.
The SHIVA syslem is comprised of a number of real time programs. The data
acquisition is handled by special interrupt drivers that have been added to the
SINTRAN operating sysicm. The SHIVA programs nave access m common data
anas that contain 1 - and 2-dimensional spectra (histograms). The communication
between the programs is imptemcnicd by means of the real time facilities of the
operating system SINTRAN-III.
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4.5 Additional Data Analysis Software
KELVIN:
Program to manipulate large 2-dimcnsional matrixes. It conuins 23 commands
like: read, write, add. subtract, multiply, smooth, compress, project, cut. etc. In
addition, the package contains more complex functions like
- unfolding of Nal 7-spcctrum.
- folding spectra with Nal response function.
- extraction of nuclear temperature from 7-spectra.
CSMA:
Cranked shell model with asymmetric nuclca- hape.
DECAY:
Calculates the 7-dccay for a Fermi gas system. The lowest excitation region is
simulated using experimental data.

EMMA:
Calculates Ail, Ml, l'/i. M'l transition probabilities between single quasiparticle
slates from the RPC program (sec below).
FIGEGA:
Extract first-generation 7-spcctra from a set of unfolded spectra.
GAP:
Solves the BCS gap-equation.
HFBC:
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliobov Cranking model based on Nilsson orbitals from the
RPC program (sec below).
KINEMATIC:
Calculates rclalivistic energy loss at a given scattering angle. Bclhcs formula.
Straggeling. Also available on IBM-PC
PF:
Ge-spcctrum manipulation program. Fast peak search, peak ccntroid and area
estimation from observed data.

RPC:
Rotor particle coupling model based on Nilsson orbitals.

16

PROPLOT:
Plotting program based on the GPGS-F graphics package. Output on HP-7550A
pen plotter. Spectra stored on disc in Nordic format. Runs on the ND-120 pan
of the computer.
PCPLOT:
Subset or PROPLOT. Ouipul on IBM compatible PC. Runs on the ND-120 pan
of the computer.
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Chapter 5

Nuclear Instrumentation
Only '. Tew investments in nuclear instrumentation was made for 1990. Four new
3 mm Si(Li) detectors were bought to replace the old ones in the CACTUS set
up. Also some fast logic electronic modules and a new high-power NIM-crate
were purchased.
In the next sections, an outline of the two instrumentation projects arc given.
The data acquisition system is described in chapter 4.

5.1 The CACTUS Project
M. Guttormsen and S. Mcsscll
The CACTUS mullidetcctor set-up was described in detail in the annual report
for 1988. Thus, only a short description wi'.: be given.
The CACTUS detector accommodates 8 AE-E telescopes, 28 Nal aru' 2 Ge
detectors and is mounted on the 90° beam line of the Oslo cyclotron. The 28
Nal counters arc fixed to the detector frame and have a distance of 24 cm to
the target. In addition to the Nal counters there is space for 2 Gc counters. The
Si telescopes arc mounted in a fixed frame of nylon placed within the target
chamber. The frame has space Tor 8 telescopes at an angle of 0 - i'15° and at
a distance of 4 cm from target.
The target chamber can be removed from the center of the Nal ball through the
two remaining holes (32 holes in total). Beam focusing can be performed with
a piece of quart/, at the target place, where the beam spot can be monitored by
a TV camera through a plexiglass window.
The 5"x5" Nal(Tl) detectors (BICRON) arc equipped with 5" photo-multiplicator
tubes. They are shielded laterally with 2 mm lead and collimated with 10 cm
lead in front. The solid angle of each detector corresponds to 0.5 % of 4?r. The
front of the detectors arc covered with a 2 mm Cu absorber.
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The panicle telescope consists of a front and end detector. The front counter has
a thickness of ISO /mi Si and is manufactured by TkNNEl.EC. The end counter
is 3000 jim thick, and is of the Si(Li) type from the firm INTERTECHNIQUE.
Both detectors have an active area of 100 mm and can run at room temperature
An Al-absorbcr of 19 /mi and a 4 mm thick Al-collimalor arc mounted in front
of each telescope.
2

The electronical set-up for CACTUS is based on the new generation of fast
ECL electronics. Both CAMAC and VME bus standards arc applied in tiic new
system.
Two experiments with 'He beams were performed in 1990. The total system is
working very satisfactorily.

5.2 The NORDBALL Project
F. Ingcbrctscn and P.O. Tjørn
The NORDBALL is a niullidclcclor system which was initiated as a Nordic
enterprise, but has now participation from Holland, Japan, Italy and Germany.
The instrumentation is becoming complete and at the moment 53 BaF scintillator are installed. In addilion the selective devices (panicle telescopes, neutron
detectors) arc working very satisfactory. The date acquisition system has reached
a high level of reliability and the VME readout electronic modules is fast enough
to exploit the full event rate presented to it.
2

Various experiments have already been performed with NORDBALL, see chapter
6.3. It also is a pleasure to report that the tandem-booster accelerator at NBI-TAL
is running with high stability and reliability.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Nuclear Physics
6.1

Introduction

The experimental work at the cyclotron has been devoted to the study of nuclear
structure at low spin and high excitation energy. The method is based on measuring charged particles from transfer reactions in coincidence with 7-rays. In
this way 7-ray spectra at various nuclear excitation energies can be produced.
The project is of general physical interest: To what extent can one ascribe statistical properties as temperature and entropy to a microscopical few-body system?
It is well known that the low energy part of nuclear excitations is determined
by the orbilals occupied and the collective degrees of freedom. However, a few
MeV above the yrast line one is bound to use statistical concepts.
One of the most interesting discoveries is the presence of low energy 7-rays from
the decay of heated nuclear matter. The existence of such 7-radiation have been
confirmed in several nuclei, and studies of the origin of this favoured 7-decay is
in progress.
It is still an open question if chaotic particle motion can be produced in hot
nuclear matter. Investigating this property is a great challenge. So far, our
experiments have not revealed new information in this very exciting field.
1

The multi-detector scl-up CACTUS gives about 20 times higher coincidence
rate than previous set-ups (sec ch. S). There is therefore hope that we will be
able to answer several questions about nuclear behaviour at high temperature.
The contributions during the year to the study of nuclei at low spin and high
excitation energy arc presented in section 6.2.
The work on high-spin slates has also continued in 1990. Besides in-beam experiments performed at the Oslo Cyclotron, the experiments were carried out
at the Niels Bohr institute in Risø and at the Daresbury Laboratory in England, where heavy-ion beams arc available. The main topic of this research is
the behaviour of nuclei exposed to rapid rotation. In particular, single-particle
'Supported by NAVF with t tram of 1.8 mill. kr.
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structures and pairing correlations have been studied as function of mlational fre
quency. The licld is in Mmng development, and powerful dclcclm systems with
C'ompton-suppre.vicd (ic-dclcclors arc used. We participate in the N O R O B A L L
collaboration, which is a detection system with 20 Compton-supprcsscd 7 ray
spcciromctcrx

Experiments within the field of high-spin slates arc presented in

section 6.3.

6.2
6.2.1

Nuclear Properties at High Temperature
On the "'YbCHe,») Reaction Mechanism

T.S. Tvctcr, M Gullonnsen. J. Kownacki*. J. Rckstad and T.F. Thorslcinscn"
* Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland
" Department of Physics. University of Bergen, Norway
The reaction

m

:l

l7

J

Yb( llc,(i'j-n7) "~ 'Yb was studied for cjcctilc energies in the

range 2 0 - 6 0 M c V , covering the neutron channels x = 0 - 4. Singles a-particlc
spectra and « 7 -coincident spectra wcic recorded for n-paniclc emission angles
of 40, 5 3 , 66 and IV.

The total 7-spcctnim recorded in coincidence with a-

particles is depicted in fig. 6.1.
The experimental angular distributions for the «-particles show a pronounced
anisotropy, larger than predicted by the compound reaction model for all cjcctilc
energies, but in agreement with a direct neutron pick-up reaction for the lowest
4 - 5 M c V of excitation energy. Above this energy the reaction is characterized
as a prccquilibriiiin process.
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Figure 6.1: The total 7-spectrum observed in coincidence with «-particles.
:,

The inclusive ( llc,<0 cross section has been fitted with the statistical expression.

n(i:„),x K,a^(E„)n (-E„jT)
V
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(6.1)

ill the centcr-of ina-»s ciicigy ntu-rv.il / , - 24
12 McV. with / i s j free
parameter. The inverse truss scilion n' '"i I ,) has been ulculatcd theoretically
for a one dimensional Coulomb plus (.entnfugal hame: lombincd with a WoodsSaxon potential. The extracted / values depend strongly upon the cjcctilc angle
and arc considerably larger than ihc temperature of die equilibrated Y b system
at the same excitation energy ('/' = 1.1 Me V). These observations can be described
in terms of prccquilibrium n-particlc evaporation from l<x:ally heated regions.
The parameters T then represent the local "quasi-tempcrature" of these so-called
"hot-spots".
(

l 7 0

Figure 6.2: Average spin {/,) - (A/„} of die residual nucleus immediately after
r»-cmission, ploitcd as a function of «-particle momentum. The dashed line is a
linear fit of the expression (/,) - ['v//)/',> to the data.
The average spin of yrast slates populated through side-feeding is found to rise
significandy with decreasing u-paniclc energy. For excitation energies close to
zero, the spin dislriliulion is typical for a direct transfer reaction. Through all die
higher excitation gales, the experimental data reveal an intermediate situation,
with the spin distribution gradually approaching the compound case as the aenergy decreases.
The mean initial spin (/,) for the combined target- projectile system may be
written as:
(/,) - <A/„) -= </„) + ( A / ; ) + (A/„),
(6.2)
where (/„) is the average spin from die yrast transitions, (A/*) die average spin
removed by die statistical 7-cascades and (A/„) and \A/„) the mean angular
momenta taken away by the neutrons and die iv-particlc. The left side of the
equation may be expressed as (/,) - (lj fj)p , {b .jj) being the effective impact
parameter for die «-particle and p„ its linear momentum. The sum on die right
side has been estimated for various «-energies from the experimental data and
from statistical model calculations. In fig. 6.2 die quantity (l ) - ( A / ) has
been plotted againsl /'.',', , and an approximately linear relationship is revealed,
indicating a constant (/;,//) value. By fitting a straight line to the experimental
r

a

t

s
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0

points, the effective impact parameter is found to be (4.7±0.9)fm
The geometrical impact parameter for the collision is probably even larger than
this value. In comparison, the average impact parameter for a projev'r incident
upon the corresponding "black nucleus" is about 4.2 fm. This result defines the
( Hc,a) reaction as a well localized surface- or near-surface process where the
light panicles to a great extent preserve their identity throughout the interaction
period. More details on this project arc given in rcf')
3
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6.2.2

Chaos in Nuclei and the K Quantum Number

T. S. Tvctcr, J. Rckstad and M. Guttormsen
Random matrix theory, in which each nuclear state is assumed to be a com
plex superposition of a huge number of shell model configurations weighted by
random coefficients, has been highly successful in describing certain aspects of
nuclear behaviour at high excitation energy. The experimental data available on
level density fluctuations, mainly from neutron resonances, display long-range
level repulsion in striking agreement with the predictions of the GOE random
matrix ensemble '). Simple quantum systems with chaotic classical counterparts
exhibit similar fluctuations, while no such correlations arc found in the spectra of
systems whose classical counterparts arc regular ) . These observations suggest
that the highly excited nucleus has a chaotic intriasic structure.
2

The onset of chaos is believed to be accompanied by the total mixing i id con
sequently, the effective disappearance of quantum numbers connected with the
shell model picture, such as isospin and the spin projection A' on the nuclear
symmetry axis *). Hence, the degree of A' mixing may be taken as a qualitative
measure for the amount of disorder in the system.
Conservation of the A' quantum number will manifest itself through the selection
rule AA' < A governing the 7-dccay, A being the multipolarity of the 7-lransition
and A A' the A' difference between the initial and the final state. So-called Kforbidden decay, made possible by A' mixing induced by residual interactions,
is at low excitation energy subject to hindrance factors of the order
Vi^ ~ .
K

1

x

In this work' ) we have investigated the 7-dccay properties of thermal neutron
resonances in E r and H f - ). Capture of s-neutrons in the target nuclei
Erand Hf, having A" equal 10 7 / 2 and 7/2", respectively, creates excited
states with spin / = 3,4 and with opposite parities in the two product nuclei. The
primary 7-decay of these levels, located at E « 8 McV, to well-established
slates at low excitation energy (F! as 0 - 2.5 McV) with known /* A' has been
studied in detail. The experimental data have been compared to two extreme
situations:
l,i8
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Figure 6.3: Number of primary transitions to final slates in E r and H f with
A' = 0,1 (forbidden) and A' = 2 - 5 (allowed), as a function of the reduced
transition probability i.
(i) According to the chaotic picture, no unique A' quantum number can be
assigned to the initial stales, which comprise a large number of components with
K ranging from 0 to /. Provided that the A' mixing is complete, all i( values
should occur with approximately equal probability in the resonance state, and
the decay should be governed by spin and parity only.
(ii) Assuming A' conservation, the hi values of the initial state should be 3 or 4.
In this case, the A' selection rules for dipole decay should be operative, implying
a significant hindrance of 7-dccay to states with A' = 0 or 1.
All possible transitions to identified stales with spins from 2 to 5 and with definite
A' assignments have been investigated. The dependence of the 7-intcnsity upon
the 7-energy and the final-state spin and parity was eliminated by defining the
dimcnsionlcss reduced transition probability x:
J =

(TJÉfc'

(6

-

3)

/-, being the intensity of the individual transition, and JE* an energy compensation
factor. The quantity {A,/K') » is the energy-corrected intensity averaged over
all transitions to final states with the same / * in the nucleus of interest, regardless
of the A' value.
(

The number of transitions arc plotted in fig. 6.3 as a function of x, showing El
and MI radiation separately. The transitions have been grouped according to their
final-state A' values, summing over all spins / compatible with the projections K,
and over the two nuclei. The probability distributions for "forbidden" transitions
(A' = 0,1), where low intensities dominate, differ spectacularly from those of the
"allowed" ones (A' = 2 - 5), with tails extending into the high-intensity region.
Only 7-dccay to final slates with sharp A' values have been included in this
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Figure 6.4: Average cncrgy-con-ccled transition probability to low-lying V K
final stales as a function of the A' value. The probability for decay to K = 0
slates is normalized to i.niiy.
analysis. A' = 0 and I bands with visible energy staggering, signifying Coriolis
coupling, have been omitted from the statistics.
Normalizing the mean reduced transition probability of the entire ensemble to
unity, the average x values of "forbidden" and "allowed" 7-lines have been
eslimated as 0.41 ± 0.09 and LIS ± 0.08, respectively, corresponding to a
hindrance factor of the order of 2 - 3 lor A A' ss 2 - 3, as compared to
a 10 - 10 at low excitation energy. However, in the case of total chaos,
Ihe quantities (x>/„rj„u „ and {x) ii„ d should equal each other within the
experimental uncertainties. We conclude that the A' mixing at E RJ 8 MeV is
considerable but far from complete.
2
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Partial K conservation is also demonstrated by the decay pattern after absorption
of 2 keV ncutroas in the target nuclei ' G d , ' Y b , H f and W " ) .
The average energy-corrected branching relationships between primary transi
tions to low-lying I" K = 2 0 and 2 2 states vary significantly with the target
A' value, as shown in fig. 6.4.
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The 7-decay dala presented here, indicating that A' is still an approximate con
stant of motion at K =3 8 McV, arc apparently in conflict with the GOE fluc
tuations displayed by sequences of neutron resonances with the same spin and
parity. If A' is a good quantum number, a level spectrum with given I" is in fact
composed of several sequences with different K values, which separately may
or may not show GOE-likc icvel repulsion. The random superposition of these
non-interacting ensembles of nuclear states is not expected to conform to GOE
statistics. This seeming contradiction is resolved by the fact that the introduction
of small off-diagonal matrix elements mixing the quantum number of interest
very rapidly creates GOE fluctuatioas for the combined level sequence ).
x
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6.2.3

A 7-Ray Signature for the K Quantum Number

T.S. Tvetcr, M. Guttormsen and J. Rckstad
The K quantum number is defined for axially deformed nuclei as the projection
of the total spin on the symmetry axis. Being a true constant of motion only for
a particle in a non-rotating, axially symmetric average field, the purity of the A'
quantum number depends upon spin and temperature. The large level densities
found at high intrinsic excitation energy may cause extensive K mixing even
for small K non-conserving residual interactions, e.g. Coriolis coupling. As
the temperature rises, the nuclear structure is expected to become increasingly
chaotic, leading to the ultimate disappearance of K together with other quantum
numbers associated with the mean-field description ).
1

At which excitation energy and how abruptly the K quantum number eventually
vanishes, if at all, is still an open question. The decay pattern observed after
thermal and 2 kcV neutron capture indicates that K significantly influences the
gamma-decay at excitation energies up to the neutron separation energy, about 8
McV ) . In this work' ), the relevance of the K quantum number is studied for
excitation energies ranging from 0 to 40 MeV.
a

1

The method applied is based on the following assumption: The degree of K conservation can be estimated from the branching ratio between decay to the ground
26

band, having A' • 0. and to the «-called vibrational region (/',.,.„„„, » I 2 MeV). containing vibrational and low-lying iwo-quasioanicle bands with var
ious A' values.
The total feeding into the vibrational region is easily determined since al) cascades
selecting this path have the final step down to the ground band in common. This
decay mode is a dominant feature of 7-energy distributions recorded after lightion reactions on wcll-dcforracd nuclei. In Nai 7-specira it appears as a broad,
prominent peak centered at £., = I McV. In the following, we want to utilize
the 1 MeV radiation as a probe for investigating the A' hindrance effects as a
function of excitation energy.
A quantitative study of the p-ak intensity has been performed for (•'Hc.n) reac
tions on the targets ""Dy, ' " Y b and Yb. All the experiments were carried
out at the Cyclotron Laboratory al the University of Oslo, using a 45 MeV Hc
beam.
,T3

3

Figure 6.5 displays Nal 7-projcciions in coincidence with a-paniclcs, unfolded
with the detector response function, for the reaction channels ( Hc,r>) and ( Hc,o2n).
The excitation gates have been chosen sufficiently narrow to avoid significant
contributions from neighbouring in channels. The 1 MeV peak strength is sub
stantiallyreducedwithrisingexcitation energy. In 7-spectra from the On channel
it is a very pronounced .structure, but shrinks dramatically with increasing number
of emitted nculrons.
:,

3

The fraction l\ MrV of the 7-cascades including an enhanced I McV 7-transition
has been estimated using two different procedures:
The net area of the 1 McV peak has been evaluated by fitting quadratic back
grounds to the On channel 7-spccra and linear ones to the 2n spectra, shown as
dashed lines in figure 6.6. The intensities have been normalized with respect to
the ( Hc,a) cross section within the excitation regions of interest. These relative
quantities have eventually been multiplied with absolute normalization factors
related to the total number of 7-cascades observed within a selected excitation
window (E = 4 - 8 McV), given by the number of 7-rays delected divided by
the average 7-muhiplicily.
3

z

For checking purposes, the probability of decaying via 1 McV 7-cmission has also
been deduced by means of a second method: The areas of the photoabsorption
peaks have been obtained by fitting exponential backgrounds to the raw Nai 7spectra. These values have been normalized to the strength of the individual xn
channels, determined by means of the ground band transition intensities. The
overall normalization has been performed as in the first case.
The number P M V of 1 McV transitions per cascade for the various excitation
gates has been plotted in fig. 6.6. The most spectacular effect is a dramatic
reduction in the 1 McV peak intensity with increasing excitation energy. For
£ > 20 McV, the quantity l\
has fallen to a constant level of about
30 - 35%, apparently independent of the target K value.
t
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When the A* hindrance effects vanish, the t MeV peak area is expected to reach
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Figure 6.5: Unfolded Nal 7-projcctions from the ( He,ain) reaction on the
targets D y and
Y b . Two different excitation gates, E = 1 - 8 MeV
and E = 20 - 25 McV, are shown for each target nucleus. The spectra are
normalized to the same number of -y-cascades.
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Figure 6.6: Average number of 1 McV transitions per 7-cascadc as a function
of excitation energy.
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some non/ero lower limit. A rough theoretical estimate disregarding the A"
quantum number entirely and assuming a «Mistical decay mechanism, predicts
a yield l\ M.V of enhanced I MeV 7-rays 01 about 30 - 35%. We identify the
observed stabilization tendency with the saturation effect expected theoretically.
and conclude tentatively that A' hindrance factors no longer determine the choice
of decay routes ibovc A', a 20 McV.
The effective relaxation of the A' selection rules may be connected cither to (i)
increased A' mixing due 10 general structural changes in the excited nucleus, or
to (it) a reaction mechanism-related smearing out of the A' quantum number,
possibly combined with a lowering of the average A" value populated.
The alternative (i) explains the intensity drop as follows: The decay pattern
below the neutron thrcsliold at t'., s» 8 MeV, will to a large extent be governed
by A' selection rules. A' being only partially mixed. In the excitation region
above 20 McV, the thermal configuration mixing is expected to be considerable,
and the A' distribution very di fluse.
Another effect producing similar experimental signatures is the energy minimum
in the (ft, 7) deformation plane growing shallower with increasing i'. , leading
10 7-softncss'').
r

In both these cases, the A' selection rules will be inoperative during the first few
steps of the decay. At sufficiently low excitation energy where the nucleonic
motion becomes more ordered or the stable axial symmetry restored, and A'
again becomes a meaningful concept, a A' distribution determined by the number
of available suites, approximately given by p(h') = e~ / o , is expected to
emerge.
h

2 f t

Assuming A' conserved to a certain degree (ii), the loss in 1 McV radiation
intensity can be explained in terms of changes in the reaction mechanism: The
On channel is dominated by die pick-up process, and the spins of the initial
states can be described as vector sums of two single-particle angular momenta
j , a considerable part of which having high A'. The prccompound mechanism
emerging at higher excitation energies is more complex and may affect both
single-panicle and collective degrees of freedom ). Rotation of the nucleus as
a whole, taking place around an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis, is
characterized by low A', and will in addition cause enhanced A' mixing through
Coriolis coupling.
5

These considerations may be valid even if the A' quantum number iLsclf is com
pletely erased at the initial excitation energy, given that the collective rotation is
more resistant against configuration mixing. Collective excitation modes arc in
deed believed to coexist with stochastic single particle motion ). The alignment
of the total spin along (he rotational axis will then be approximately conserved
and will influence the A' distribution arising at lower E .
6

x

In summary, with ascending excitation cncigy, we observe a reduced preference
for decay via the vibrational region after the ( He,ozn) reaction, implying a
diminishing relevance of the A' selection rules. For E > 20 McV, the frac
tion of all cascades choosing this type of decay path stabilizes at a lower limit
3

x
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of approximately 30 - 35%. indicating thai significant K hindrance effects no
longer are present. This phenomenon is not necessarily connected to temperaturedependent structural features like thermal configuration mixing or 7 -softness, but
may be related to other, more reaction-specific parameters, for instance collective
rotational frequency.
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6.2.4

Extraction of Multiplicity Distributions

T.S. Tvctcr, L. Bergholl, M. Guttormsen and J. Rckstad
The detector array CACTUS, accommodating 28 Nal counters, provides excellent
facilities for recording multiple-fold paniclc-7-coincidences. The occurrence of
fc-fold events, defined as events where 7-rays simultaneously arc detected in k 7cuunters, conlains information about the cenuoid and shape of the 7-multipliciiy
distribution. These parameters arc highly sensitive indicators of changes in the
7-decay pattern as a function of excitation energy.
The probability l\ for observing a fc-fold event is connected to the multiplicity
distribution p(M) through the relation ')

l"(^.) = E ^ - 4 ,

(6-4)

where y 's identical to ln[l - (N - n)Q], and G„ is the probability for at least
(N - n) given 7-countcrs not to participate in an event:
n

N being the total number of 7-detectors and (1 the effective solid angle of
each detector. The symbols K,, which represent the so-called cumulants of the
31

Figure 6.7: The two-dimensional time spectrum for apparent two-fold events.
distribution, can be expressed by means of the central moments )ii (I = j , j —
2, j - 4 , 0 or 1), defined as/i, = (M) = E M Mp(M) ana r< =
T. p(M){M~
(M)) for / > 2. For ;' = I - 3, K, is identical to fij.
M

1

The series in cq. (6.4) in general converges rapidly. Since G„ is a linear com
bination of the experimental quantities P^ (0 < k < k „ ), and y ideally is
a constant for a given detector array, the parameters KJ can be determined by
filling a polynom of order j
— 1 to the points (y„,ln((7„)/y„).
m

x

n
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3

This procedure has been applied to data from the reaction ' Gd( He,a). While
generating coincident n-spcctra as described in more detail below, all 7-rays
with E-, < K""" have been ignored in order to obtain an effective solid angle
ft approximately independent of 7-cncrgy.
In order to correct for the background of accidental coincidences, one prompt and
one non-prompt window arc defined with respect to the time difference between
the detection of the cjcctilc and the 7-ray. Radiation observed outside these
time gates has been disregarded. The background subtraction for n-fold events
is performed in a n-dimcnsional time spectrum with axes t,, t ,...t , referring
to the n participating detectors ordered according to their labels. The n 7-rays
involved have been divided into two groups of n and n„ photons, arriving within
the prompt and the non-prompt liming window, respectively. The 71-dimensional
time spectrum is partitioned into 2" separate segments, each corresponding to a
specific distribution of the n counters on the two groups. The time spectrum for
two-fold coincidences is depicted in fig. 6.7.
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Table 6.1: The 'i different prompl/non-procnpt combinations for Iwo-fold
events, etch defining a unique two-dimensional segment, and the correspond
ing true/random combinations.
Prompt
window

Non-prompt
window

True
7-rays

Random
7-rays

*i.i j

h
h
ii

h

'i

h

h

h

h

hM

t,.h

Any one of the n prompt 7-rays may be either random or true, while the n„
non-prompt ones arc all assumed to be random. Until redefined, the term "true"
means 7-rays initially produced by the same nuclear reaction as the recorded
ejectile (including Compton-scattcrcd photons). The ensemble of (n , n„) events
then contain contributions from coincidences comprised by m true and n - m
random 7-rays, with m ranging from 0 to n , as demonstrated in table 1.
p

p

p

It can be shown that the number JW„,„_f of true n - /-fold 07-coincidences
among the apparent 11-fold events is obtained as:

The quantity JV„,„„ is the number of seeming n-fold events with non-prompt sig
nals in n counters. Genuine (n - /)-fold coincidences are naturally found only
among JV„,„„ evcnis with n„ < I. The coefficients (-l)""~'re !//!(n - /)!
ensure proper subtraction of contributions from events with more than / random
7-rays, occurring as underlying background relative to the (re - /)-fold coinci
dences of interest here. The factor 2' compensates for these (n - 0-fold events
being subtracted as background with respect to events with less than / random
photons, found in totally 2' - 1 of the segments. The symbols w and w„ rep
resent the widths of the prompt and the non-prompt time window, respectively,
and the factor (i» /ii) )"" normalizes all the segments to the same volume in
n-dimensional time space.
n

n

n

p

y

n

The true m-fold coincident spectrum 5

m

is then given by:

5'" = " f M„,„ = "f f n=m
(

n=m
r

J2 (-1)»"-+™
Ttn=n-m

S I " (n - m).'K -n + m)'. *"•""
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( 6 7 )

m

In the Jorting procedure this is achieved by incrementing the spectrum S with
i number of counts equal to ( - l ) " " - ' 2 ' ' - ( u i , / t t - ) " • n„!/(r. - m)!(n„ n + m)! each time an n-fold event with n„ non-prompt photons is found, in
accordance with the formula above. In order not to magnify already existing
statistical fluctuations, the ratio w /w should be minimalized.
n+

n

m

n

n

p

n

A source of serious systematic errors is (he high probability for cross-talk between
two or more counters, increasing the apparent fold number and thus the yield in
the higher folds. This effect has been approximately corrected for as described
below. In the following, the term "true" refers only to 7-rays arriving directly
from the reaction site, thus excluding Compton-scattered photons.
We define the intcrdclcctor angle ft, and assume that the amount of cross-talk is
significant only between adjacent (18° < /? < 54°) and semi-adjacent (54° <
ft < 90°) counters. Each event recorded is then classified according to the
relative geometric location of the 7-detectors participating, and assigned a label
m; ij, m being the apparent fold number. The index t is the number of semiadjacent and j the number of adjacent pairs found among the m(m - l ) / 2
different pairs that can be selected among the m counters.
A separate coincident cjcctilc spectrum, in the following denoted as S™(E ),
is generated for each category m;ij as described in cq. (6.7). When taking
into account contributions from events with apparent fold number n > m, we
construct all the n„!/(n - m)!(n - n + m)! m-fold coincidences obtainable by
excluding (n — m) of the non-prompt signals. For each of these m-fold detector
combinations, the configuration group m; ij is determined, and the spectrum 5,™
is incremented with a number of counts equal to ( - l ) " " ~ " 2 ( æ / u ; ) " " .
Z

n

+m

n_m

p

n

The geometric probabilily G[J for a m-fold event to belong to a given group
m; ij, is easily computed by counting the number of different realizations of this
configuration type. When the experimental cross sections 5,™ arc compared to the
corresponding theoretical quantities 6'"'. a substantial enhancement is revealed in
spectra recorded in coincidence with one or more pairs of neighbouring counters,
as shown in table 2. The true fold number k for these excessive events (the
number of detectors absorbing unscaltcrcd 7-rays) is equal to (m - /), m being
the apparent fold number and / the number of 7-rays scattered into otherwise
inactive detectors.
The number Fk{ K ) °f genuine fc-fold events can be expressed:
T

1\ = n + Fl + .... + F*-\

(6.8)

where F' is the contribution from the S**' spectra, with J of the signals originating from cross-talk. Since the yield falls dramatically with increasing fold
number, we have neglected contributions with / > 2.
k

The zeroth-ordcr term /•" equals
1

k - ^oo • —pzi—

(0-9)

where the spectrum .S'^j is assumed to be free from by cross-talk. Disregarding
angular correlations between 7-rays, the true /fc-fold yield from all possible k; ij
34

Table 6.2: Ratios S ,,/G
m

Configuration
type m; ij
2:00
2;01
2; 10
3;00
3;01
3:10
3;11
3;20
3;03
3; 12
3;21
3;30

for 2- and 3-fold events.

mll

Number of
Number of
realizations (7™ events S$
195
430580
234524
70
257513
113
268
7659
774
34168
29280
951
396
18173
420
13033
42
4135
11349
163
198
9448
64
2104

Normalized ratio
5W/CJJ
1.000
1.517
1.032
1.000
1.545
1.077
1.606
1.086
3.445
2.436
1.670
1.150

configurations should be obtained by multiplying with the geometric correction
factor S ^ / C V * , ,
Thefirst-ordercontribution F£ is defined by
gk+lGqi

1 £••••>>I " » j

k+

n

" 0 1

"00
G

1

+ [s&

f.t+1 ot' 1 £•>!,.) ^ i ;
•'00 ~k+l'
k+
'
k+\
,-k+l
a

a

"00

(6.10)

"01

The two terms represent the number of events where exactly one 7-ray is scattered into another adjacent or semi-adjacent detector, respectively: The spectra
5o, and Sfå arc accumulated in coincidence with counter combinations allowing at most one intcrdctcctor scattering. The probability for single cross-talk
between a pair of (semi-) neighbours is proportional to the excess in these spectra relative to the cross-talk-free spectrum Sfi} normalized to the same number
of geometric configurations. These difference spectra arc finally normalized to
the total number of k + 1 -fold configurations with at least one pair of (semi-)
adjacent detectors.
+1

1

1

The occurrence of cross-talk between semi-neighbours turns out to be as 10 times
smaller than between neighbours. For k > 4, the data from configurations of
the k; 00-typc are insufficient to provide reliable information about the spectrum
shape. We have therefore only considered scattering between adjacent counters
and replaced the quantities 5'&, with the sum J2i ^io '
a correction factor
(1 - j), S being a small positive number.
l

The 0-fold spectrum is extracted according to
mij
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Figure 6.8: The true /.--fold a-spcctra from the reaction Gd(' He,or), corrected
for cross-talk contributions.
with S,i i„ being the singles cjcctilc «oectrum, recorded with no coincidence
requirements. True Jt-fold spectra with k= 0 - 3 from the reaction Gd( He,o)
a,c displayed in fig. 6.8.
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The probabilities 1\ emerging in cq. (6.5) arc now defined as

n(.«x) =

F (E )
k

m=0

x

(6.12)
r

m

Our data arc statistically adequate to extract at least the two lowest central mo
ments fij of the multiplicity distribution. Earlier wc have only been able to
estimate the average multiplicity (A/). The quantity /J2 is equal to a , a being
the average deviation of the distribution.
1

155
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The average multiplicity (M) and the deviation a found for the reaction Gd( He,a)
arc presented in fig. 6.9 as functions of excitation energy. An interesting feature
is the maxima in the deviation spectrum, coinciding with the drops in multi
plicity signifying the evaporation of another neution. These structures are due
to 7-emission from the two neighbouring isotopes, one highly and one lowiy
excited. The resulting multiplicity distribution, being a superposition of two
components of comparable strength but with different centroids, will exhibit a
large width.
With further refinements of the extraction algorithm, aimed at eliminating the
various kinds of undesired background without producing huge statistical fluctu-
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Figure 6.9: The shape parameters (M) and a of the Gd( He,rt) multiplicity
distribution, displayed as functions of excitation energy.
ations, it might be possible to estimate the third moment ^3, which is a measure
for the skewness of the distribution.
The data analysis is in progress.
References:
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,63
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Discrete 7-Transitions from the Dy( He,o) Reaction

M. Guttormsen, L. Bergholt, F. Ingcbrctsen, S. Messelt, T. Ramsøy, J. Rekstad. O. Trondal, T.S. Tvctcr, H. Hclstrup", S. Karlstad*, G. Løvhøiden", and
T.F. Thorslcinscn'
" Department of Physics, University of Bergen, Norway
lfl3

:,

The Dy( Hc,(t) reaction has been studied at the KV1 in Gronningen and at
the Cyclotron laboratory in Oslo. In this project we concentrate on information
from the 7a-coincidcnccs. Two new Ge detectors with efficienccs of 50 and
66% and resolutions of 1.9 kcV were used together with the 28 Nal detectors in
the CACTUS set-up.
IB2

The state populated strongest in Dy is the /, K' = 8,8"" state. The Ge data
will be used to study the 7-dccay from this state in order to measure the degree
37

of K-forbiddingncss in the decay to states with iower K-valucs. Also the 7-decay
properties of three slates (1581, 1691 and 1763 keV) populated equally strong
in the (a, He) stripping and the (/'He,a) pick-up reactions arc of great interest.
3

The work is in progress.

6.2.6

Gross-Properties of Statistical 7-Decay in

1 7 2

Yb

M. Guttormsen, A. Alac. K. Klungland, S. Messclt. T. Ramsey, J. Rekstad,
T.S. Tvcter and Z. Zclazny"
'Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland

The primary or first generation 7-rays carry information on the gross-properties
of nuclear structure in the continuum. Recently ), a new method was developed
which provides the possibility of quantitative studies of the first generation 7-rays
from different excitation regions. The present work concerns 'he well deformed
Yb nucleus, where these 7-ray energy distributions arc studied as a function of
excitation energy up to the neutron binding energy of 8.0 MeV. The experimental
technique is based on light ion reactions with one charged cjcctilc. The particle-7
coincidences arc used in a subtraction technique to produce the first generation
7-spectra.
1

1 7 2

The 7-decay in continuum depends on the density of available final states and on
the transitional 7-cncrgy. Both the dependence of the level density as a function
of excitation energy and the functional property of the 7-dependcnt term is of
considerable interest. However, so far 7-data has not provided the possibility
to determine these two factors separately. The high quality of the continuum
data made available with the powerful many-detector system CACTUS' ) has
changed this situation. Therefore, one of our aims is to obtain information on
these quantities using a new projection technique applied to the first generation
7-spectra.
2

3

The experiment was carried out with 45 MeV He-particlcs delivered by the
MC-35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The 7-rays were recorded only in
coincidence with accepted particle events. Information on the continuum part
of the 7-radiation was obtained with the 5"x5" Nal detectors, having an energy
resolution of 80 kcV at E = 1.3 MeV.
y

The singles a-parlicle spectrum N, is shown in the upper part of fig. 6.10. For
excitation energies below 4 MeV the spectrum is dominated by strong particle
groups which have heen observed in the high resolution ( He,a) experiment of
ref. ). The group at K„ = 0.2 MeV is due to the population of the 2 , 4+ and 6
ground band states. The two next groups located at 1.8 MeV and 2.9 MeV are
mainly due to the pick-up of high-j neutrons from the i / and h /
orbitals,
respectively. At higher excitation energies we also find two weakly populated
groups of unknown origin at E = 4.5 MeV and 5.4 McV.
3

4

+

1 3

2

+

n 2

x

In the coincident a-particle spectrum N (middle part of fig. 6.10) a 7-energy
threshold of 0.43 McV was chosen in order to obtain a total 7- detection probac
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Figure 6.10: Singles «-particle spectnim, spectnim of o-particlcs in coincidence
with 7-rays and sialisiical 7-ray multiplicity. A threshold of £ >0.43 MeV was
chosen in the Nal raw spectrum.
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Figure 6.11: First-generation 7-ray spectra for Y b . The specira have been
unfolded with the Nal response function and are presented as a two-dimensional
( £ . , , £ ; ) matrix.
bility approximately independent of the 7-cncrgy. Compared to the singles cross
section, this spectrum increases as a function of excitation energy due to the ris
ing number nf coincident 7-rays. The sudden drop at E = 8.0 MeV is caused by
the onset of neutron emission. The neighbouring Yb isotope is then populated
at low excitation energy and the number of coincident 7- rays is low.
z

m

The statistical 7-ray multiplicity spectrum M(E ) Gower part of fig. 6.10) is
obtained from the singles and coincidence spectrum by
Z

M(E )a.NJN..

(6.13)

x

The multiplicity of the ground band (E » 0.2 MeV) is seen to be negligible,
since an energy threshold of £ , > 0.43 MeV has been use. At E ta 1.4 MeV
the multiplicity rises to « 1 caused by the decay of the ft'" = 3 band. The
drop at 1.9 Me V is due to the dominant direct population of the K" = 6~ band.
This band gives no contribution to the 7-ray multiplicity since it has an isomeric
band-head of l\/ = 3.6 )is. For higher excitation energies the multiplicity curve
is almost linear up to a maximum value of M(E = 8.0 MeV) = 3.3.
x

z

+

2

X

172

Figure 6.11 shows the first generation spectrum for Y b , presented as a twodimensional (/-,'-,, /','}) matrix. The surface immediately suggests a transition from
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i HOH-suiiitlcal regum into a suiiistlial region around A., a 4 McV
The non-sutistksl region is characterized by two-dimensional peaks in the
( £ , , £J) plane. The most pronounced peaks are listed below. It is surprising
to find that the decay of these states is mainly governed by the spin projection
quantum number A' on the nuclear symmetry axis.
Peak
1
2
3
4
5
6

t;(MeV)
1.2
1.9
2.6
2.8
2.8
3.3

A-,(McV)
1.0
0.2
2.1
1.1
0.4
3.0

Main -transition^"
A'* = 3 -band°» — ground band
Within the A ' = 6"-band"
A'" = S'-band'* — ground band
A'" = 8 -band'" - K' = 6"-band
A" = 8 -band - A" = 5"-band ?
? — ground band
7

+

+

+

°'5/2-[512] + l/-/-[521| wilh band-head at 1172 keV U\/i = 8ns).
>5/2-[512J + 7/2 |li3.1J with band-bead at 1551 keV < r , = 3.6/is).
)5/2-[512] + 5/2+[(i<12) wilh band-head at 2181 kcV.
>5/2-[512] + 11/2" [505] with band-head at 2787 keV.
6

+

/2

c

d

Peaks number 1, 3 and 6 arc due to the direct feeding from known bands with
moderate A'-values (between 3 and 5) into the ground band with A' = 0. The
other peaks originate from the decay of bands with K = 6 and 8 having strong
A'-hindrance to the ground band. They feed into bands in the 2 McV excita
tion region (rV/ = W - £,'.,), where several bands with moderate A'-values are
available.
x

The very outstanding peak labelled 4 is broad both along the E and the E
axis, indicating that many levels arc populated with various decay routes. Its
main component originates from the pick-up of the 11/2~[505J neutron, where
the A"-aligncd / , / v " = 8,8+ (5/2"[512] + ll/2-[505]) state at 2787 keV is
known from the ( Hc,o) reaction. The first generation spectrum show that the
decay from the 2.8 McV excitation region mainly feeds a region from 1.3 to 1.9
MeV. This is confirmed in the coincident Ge 7-spectra where transitions in the
octupolc A'* - 1" band, the A'* = 3 band and the A'* = 6" band arc seen.
y

x

3

+

The statistical region is rather smooth and extends from around E = 4 MeV up
to the neutron binding energy at K = 8.0 McV. The 7-spectrum can be divided
into two structures: (z) a low energy 7-ray bump seen at £-, = 0.4 MeV and (it)
a broad distribution centered around £ , = 2 - 3 MeV.
x

x

16

162

170

The low energy 7-radiation has been reported also for the "' Dy and Y b
nuclei. The centroid and half-width of this 7- ay bump ;!>•• sn'prisingly constant
with excitation energy. This spectacular phenomenon is sU'll not understood, and
further studies arc needed 10 explain its origin.
In the description of the continuum 7-spectra we assume that the decay is gov
erned by two factors: a 7-energy dependent term and the level density of available
states:
r(I^JC ) = N(E' )-E^p (U),
(6.14)
i

x

z
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a

where the intrinsic excitation energy in the final «ate U defined by
v = *•;; - f , - £ .

(6.i5)

0

The intrinsic energy is measured relative to £o * 2.1 MeV, which is the sum of
the pairing gap energy and the excitation energy of the yrast line at the average
spin (as 4) populated in the pick-up reaction.
In ihe model description we normalize Ihe experimental and theoretical 7- spectra
10 unity for each initial excitation energy E' . The theoretical normalization
function N(E' ) is determined by
x

X

N-\E' )

= {\+a)l

x

"*• E^-p (U)dE^

(6.16)

a

where we assume that the statistical 7-rays are limited in energy to E » 0.6
McV and E^^ = E' - E . The value a represents the 7-branch to stales below
E - Cm» and is estimated from the experimental /(£-,) spectra by
mn

x

B

x

5

« = I ' n^)dt:j

F

f "°" f(^)dE,.

•'Km..

(6.17)

JE „
mi

The exponent ti in the 7-ray energy term of eq. (6.14) is unknown and values
between 3 and 6 have been proposed in the literature. The level density p is
described within the Fermi gas model by
a

/!„(!/) oc j^exp{2>A(7}.

(6.18)

Suggested values for the level density parameter a are 15 - 25 M e V
in the rare earth region.

-1

for nuclei

Equation (6.14) describes the continuum region by two parameters: the exponent
n and the level density parameter a. From a one-dimensional 7-ray spectrum
only combinations of n and a can be determined in practice. An increase in the
value of n gives almost exactly the same effect in the spectrum as an increase in
the a-valuc. The two-dimensional first generation spectra provide a method for
unique determination of n and u. Since a is related to the final excitation energy
El, it will be convenient 10 transform the first generation matrix so that one of
the axes represents this dimension. This facilitates a detailed investigation of the
parameters. We transform the nomializcd first generation matrix /"(£,, E' ) to
a new matrix £?(/£,, El) by
x

Q(E ,E') = P(E ,Ei-E,).
y

(6.19)

y

The experimental matrix Q is now used to isolate the terms depending on n and
a. For each projection with fixed !•'[, the parameter n can be determined by a
fit along the £ axis by
7

EZ, = Q(Ey, Ei)/N{E-,

+ El) • p (E'
a

- £ ),

x

0

(6.20)

where p has a constant value. In the same way, the parameter a can be fitted
along the Ej. axis for each projection with fixed E-, by
a

/>„(El - E ) = Q ( B El)IN(E^ + E' ) • £ ? ,
0

71
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x

(6.21)

with £ * constant.
The separability in » and a is noi fully maintained in eqs. (6.20) and (671).
but the dependence of a w. cq. (670) and on n in eq. (671) is limited by the
normalization factor N. According to eq. (6.16) .V depends on the average
of n and a only, given by all the possible projections of the y-nauix. In the
expression for N wc have used average values of the individually fitted n{E' )
and a(E-,) values. This consistent set of individual and avenge values is found
by iteration.
t

We have performed fits of cq. (6.14) to the normalized first generation 7- matrix
by varying the n and a parameters. The fits reveal a linear correlation in the two
parameters.
The determination of n and a can to some extent be decoupled by applying
eqs. (6.20) and (6.21). Also in this case we find linear correlations between
the two parameters. However, the two equations give different slopes of n as
a function of a. Thus, wc determine separately the two parameters from the
crossing point of the two n(a)-lincs.
In conclusion, we find that the 7-decay pattern suggests a transition from a nonstatistical region to a statistical region around 4 MeV of excitation energy of
the initial slate. Below B - 4 MeV the 7-decay is strongly governed by the
A'-values of the available bands. The 7-dccay in the excitation region from 4 to
8 MeV can roughly be described by two factors: (t) a 7-energy dependent term
E" with n = 4.2 ± 0.4 and (it) the Fermi gas level density with level density
parameter a = (18.4 ± 1.9) MeV" . Liore details on this project can be found
in ref. ).
x

1

3
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6.2.7

Gamma-Decay Properties of odd-A

m

Yb

A. Meling, T.S. Tvclcr, A. Alac, M. Guttormsen, T. Ramsøy and J. Rekstad
The decay-pattern of even-even nuclei reveals 7-ray bumps of 1 MeV in the
spectra. These are known to be partly due to the abrupt changes in the level
density close to the ground band. The transitions found are from the vibrational
states to the ground band. These steps are characteristics of the even-even nuclei
and one would expect other decay routes in the odd-A case.

43

The odd '"Yb isotope was populated in the '"Ybf^Hco) reaction with a beam
energy of 43 MeV. One very interesting feature of the 7-spectra is the appearance
ofa £ , a 0.85 MeV bump. This bump corresponds to the 1.1 MeV bump found
for the even-even isotopes'). This means that the average vibrational oscillator
quantum aw is reduced by 30 % in the odd-A case. The unpaired valence q.p.
•z itkely to produce blocking effects which influence the pairing gap and thereby
the oscillator energy.
References:
1. A. Atac, M. Guttormsen. J. Rekstad and T.S. Tvetcr.
Nucl. Phys. A496 (1989) 255
6.2.8

Gamma-Decay Pattern in Transitional Nuclei

L. Bergholl. M. Guttormsen, J. Rekstad and T.S. Tvetcr
The 7-dccay from high excitation energy and low spin is expected to depend
on the degree of nuclear deformation. For well-deformed nuclei, the quadrupole
interaction in the single particle Nilsson hamiltonian is responsible for a rather
uniform spread of the single particle orbitals. However, for spherical cases the
underlying shell structure displays large energy gaps which will alter the 7-decay
routes from high excitation energies. Also different spin distributions could play
a role in the transitional region.
In order to study how the nuclear deformation influences the statistical y- decay
the Gd(' Hc,iMn7) ' " Gd reaction with 45 MeV beam energy has been used.
Thus, it is possible to gale on the a-particles in order to separate out different
gadolinium isotopes. In our reaction 7-radiation from isotopes with deformations
between 1 a 0.15 in Gd to 0.25 in Gd can be studied. This is shown in
the Ge 7- ray spectrum of fig. 6.12.
,S5

,

l5 ,
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l54

The shape of the Nal 7-ray sp '.ctrum as well as the 7-ray multiplicity distribution
will be investigated. The work is in progress.
17,

3

6.2.9 Feeding- and Entry- Regions in the Yb( Hc,ain) Reaction
T.S. Tvcter, J. Rckstad, A. Atac, M. Guttormsen and J. Kownacki"
'Institute of Experimental Physics. University of Warsaw, Poland
The development of large detector arrays has now opened for detailed experi
mental studies of the nuclear structure above the yrast line. A major challenge
in these studies is to separate the effects of two essential variables, the angular
momentum and the temperature.
In order to study exclusively the effects of temperature, we have chosen the
44
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( He,axn) reaction which permits excitation to fairly high energies due to a
large positive Q-vaiuc. The angular momentum is essentially limited by the
available single particle angular momenta in the target nucleus. A technique is
developed') which permits systematic studies of the decay process as a function
of excitation energy or temperature.
This work concerns the relations between the feeding region in the compound
system Y b and Ihc entry regions in the various daughter nuclei. These levels
arc connected by one or a cascade of neutron transitions, and the comparison
should reveal essential properties of the neutron decay.
l 7 0

Figure 6.13 (left side) shows the «-particles in coincidence with selected 7transitions in the daughter nuclei of (he Yb( He,axn) reaction. The spectra are
integrated over the «-particle angles from 40 to 80 degrees relative to the beam
and over 7-anglc in order to average out correlation effects. The bombarding
energy was 45 McV, produced by the Oslo University Cyclotron. The o-particles
were detected in an array of 4 panicle telescopes, and the 7-rays were recorded
in 4 Ge detectors (one X-ray detector and three with 20 % photo-efficiency). The
dotted curve in fig. 6.13 represents the total coincidence a-particle yield. The
method permits a full separation of the individual reaction channels.
17l
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In order to study the relation between the feeding levels and entry states, the
dependence on 7-ray multiplicity and on the ( Hc,a) cross section should be
removed ). The results in fig. 6.13 (right side) show some interesting features.
The individual channels are well separated in energy, which is expected if the
width of the neutron energy distribution is much smaller than the width of the
entry regions. The shape changes from rectangular to more Gaussian with increasing number of neutrons.
3

1

l 7 0

16S

There is a tail on the low energy side in the distributions for Y b and Y b .
In the first case this tail is due to the competition between 7-decay and neutron
decay. In the latter case high energy neutrons due to preequilibrium emission
also may produce a similar tail.
The centroid of the distribution of feeding levels is shifted relative to the energy
threshold of the channel. This shift, which increases with the number of emitted
neutrons, depends both on the entry region and on the energy removed with the
neutrons. These effects can be separated by comparison with simulations where
all the available information is treated consistently. In this connection we limit
the quantitative information to the main characteristics of the feeding regions, as
shown below.
Product

0

l70
i69

Y b

168

Y b

167

Y b

Y b

Ccntroid"
(McV)
4.7(0.2)
5.1(0 3)
9.4(0.2)
10.7(0.3)

FWHM
(MeV)
8.8(0.5)
6.9(0.5)
11.6(0.5)
7.5(0.5)

B

n

(MeV)

8.5
6.8
9.1
7.0

Relative to the energy Ihreshold of each channel

In general, there is a close agreement between the width of the distribution and
the binding energy of the neutron. The Y b nucleus is an exception which
indicates that evaporation of two neutrons is favoured in comparison with the
neighbouring decay channels.
l 6 8
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62.10

Levels, Lifetimes and g-Factors in

l98

P o and ""Po

A. M»j'. H. Grawc", H. Kluge". A. Kuhnertt. K.H. Maicr",
J. Rechttt, N. Royt, H. Hiibclt and M. Guttormsen
'Present address: TAL, Niels Bohr Institute, Roskilde, Denmark
"Hahn-Meitner Institutfiir Kernforschung, Berlin, West Germany
iNucl. Chem. Div.. Lawrence Livermore National Lab., California, USA
tt7Her Weg 20. D-5047 Wesseling, West Germany
UnstilutfUr Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Bonn, West Germany
The structure of nuclei with Z > 82 and N < 126 is only known close to
the magic numbers and stable targets, because in compound nucleus reactions
fission sets in rapidly with increasing Z/A and transferred angular momentum.
This causes very small production cross sections for the evaporation residues in
(Hl.zn)-rcaclions. An investigation of these nuclei is of interest because it is
expected that with increasing distance from the shell closure they will become
deformed, eventually.
The present study of '«.""Pd with Z = 84 and N = 114 and 116 was undertaken
to approach this transitional region as close as was feasible experimentally at the
present time. One important aim is to explore whether these nuclei are still
described by the shell model or start to show some collective properties.
188

200
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The . P o nuclei were produced mainly in the reactions with Nc beam on
targets of . ' W. The pulsed beam from VICKSl accelerator combination at
the Hahn-Mcilncr Institut was used with varying repetition times to exploit the
existing isomers and to clean up the spectra. In fig. 6.14 is shown some exam
ples of spin-rolalion spectra for isomeric transitions obtained with an external
magnetic field of 1.665 Tesla.
182

|8

,

A total of 6 different experiments were performed including the measurements
of 7-coincidcnccs, conversion electrons and time spectra. In both nuclei the 8+,
11" and 12+ isomers have been observed and their lifetimes and j-factors were
measured. The low spin states show signs of a collective structure, while at
higher spins very pure neutron and proton states occur with very little mutual
interaction. More details on this project can be found in ref. ).
1
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6.3

High-Spin Properties or Nuclear States

6.3.1

A study of the doubly magic nucleus 'INijs

J. Nyberg. G. Slctlcn, S.E. Amcll, M. Bcntley, B. Ccdcrwall, S. Juutinen,
N. Kato, A. Lampincn, S. Mitarai, T. Morilcawa, J. Mukai, H. Roth,
ft. Skeppstcdt and P.O. Tjørn

56

The nucleus N i is the heaviest doubly magic nucleus with equal number of
neutrons and protons which it so far has been possible to synthesize. A study
of the high spin structure of N i and its neighbouring nuclei, about which very
little is known today, has many interesting aspects. This work was inspired by
the prediction by J. Blomqvisl et al. ') of a very special 12+ yrast state at
an excitation energy of about 13 MeV. This shell model state, which is of 2p
- 2h type, has the configuration vdlnfjn^Ulnl^n)
and °an be pictured as
four nuclcons moving around the equator of the core with their spins and orbital
angular momenta aligned. This configuration is of special interest concerning aclustcring in nuclei. Another interesting aspect concerning N i is the prediction
by J. Dudck of a non-collective oblate superdeformed shape (2:1) which in his
calculations becomes yrast around / ~ I 2 . As a curiosity the important role
played by the decay of Ni in the study of supernova explosions can also be
mentioned.
56

56

sr,

56

The study of high spin states of nuclei around N i by heavy ion induced reactions
is complicated by the large number of open reaction channels. In our studies of
N i typically more than 20 reaction channels were open and the cross section
leading to N i was less than 1 % of the total fusion cross-section. However, the
N O R D B A L L . detector system is very well suited for 7-ray spectroscopic studies
of rare nuclei far from the line of stability. The reason for this is the availability of
several different selective devices of high efficiency, like the Si-ball for charged
particle detection, the neutron wall for neutron and 7-ray detection and the BaF
used for 7-ray sum energy and multiplicity selection.
66

56

2

We have performed a preliminary short experiment at NBI with the aim of
finding a good reaction for populating high spin states of N i . NORDBALL
was equipped with 15 Gc-BGO spectrometers, 11 neutron detectors and the Siball consisting of 17 charged particle detectors. Several heavy ion reactions were
tried, but the most successful one was S + A1 populating N i via the p2n
channel. The target consisted of a stack of thin self-supporting foils of A1. An
excitation function was measured for S beam energies in the range 80 - 100
McV. A total of about 30 million 7 - 7 - charged particles coincidences were
collected at a beam energy of 90 McV. The preliminary analysis indicate that the
population of N i is very good and all the previously known high spin (<10)
states could easily be verified. It is our intention to continue the study of N i
by performing a long production run using the above mentioned reaction in the
near future.
56
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6.3.2

A Search for Superdefornution in ""Zn

J. Nyberg, G. Sletten, S.E. Amcll, M. Bentley, B. Cederwali, S. Juutinen,
N. Kato, A. Lampincn, S. Mitarai, T. Morikawa, J. Mukai, H. Roth,
6. Skeppstedt and P.O. Tjørn
I. Ragnarsson has in a recent preprint ') suggested that prolate superdeformed
(2:1) shapes may become low in energy in the nucleus ^Zn. The interesting
configuration, producing a minimum in the potential energy surface around c ~
0.4 and 7 ~ 0°, consists of aligned pairs of S9/2 neutrons and protons and it
would become yrast abound / ~20. Until now very little is known about the
high spin states in the region around ^Zn.
The first test experiments were performed at NBI with the aim of searching for a
rotational band built on the supcrdeformed shape in ^Zn. The same experimental
setup was used as in the previous contribution on Ni. A beam of C1 with
energies in the range 94 - 108 MeV was used to bombard a thin self-supporting
target of S i 0 . The ""Zn nucleus was reached via the p2n channel. The data
analysis is currently undo progress but preliminary results indicate that the crosssection leading to Zn was very small in the currently used reaction. The future
plans are to try some other reactions before a long production run is undertaken.
A6
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6.3.3

Search for the Negative Signature Partner of the
Band in T m

ft / [54i]i/29 2

IK,

HJ. Jensen, P.O. Tjørn, A. Atac, M. Bergstrøm, H. Carlsson, G.B. Hagemann,
B. Herskind, J. Jongman, S. Lconi, A. Maj. A. Nordlund, J. Nyberg, H. Rydc,
and A. Virtancn
The strongly shape driving irfe y |541]l/2~ - configuration with a = + 1/2 exhibits some anomalous, and so far unexplained features, (hu> , i' and interaction
strength) at the alignment of the first pair of i ] / quasincutrons in several odd
Z rare earth nuclei. The backbond has at the moment only been observed for
the favoured (u = +1/2) band. As an attempt to establish the unfavoured (a =
-1/2) signalu.c partner and study the corresponding features in the band crossing
region, the nucleus efTm^ was chosen. This nucleus can be populated in heavy
ion fusion reactions with both F and C1 projectiles.
9
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The experiment was done at the NBI tandem accelerator laboratory, with the
NORDBALL detector array, using 20 Compton suppressed Gc- spectrometers,
with 5 BaF - and 5 neutron-detectors used as a 7 -multiplicity filter. Using
the reaction y, Nd(" F,4n) 'Tm, with a target of 2 thin stacked 500 /jg/cm
eo Nd metallic foils and a beam energy of 85 MeV, around 320 million double
coincidence events were collected.
2
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The off line data processing included a presorting, in which gain matching in
both energy and lime as well as rejection of events, in which cither the energy or
time information was missing for one of the Gc-dctectors, due to pile up effects,
was performed, and the data written to tape in a compact format. Using energy
dependent gates on time ("banana-timc-gatc") to enable an efficient rejection of
neutron contamination, and gate on multiplicity for selecting a clean 4n reaction
channel, the presorted data have been sorted into a "normal" 7 — 7 matrix,
for establishing the level scheme for the nucleus. Thereby the number of double
coincidence events were reduced to around 235 million.
Wc have extended the 4 known rotational bands with several units of angular
momentum: For example, the |523]7/2~(a = + 1/2)- band has been extended
fram 33/2 (35/2) to 65/2 (63/2)respectively,the [404]7/2+(a = + 1/2)- band has
been extended from 29/2 (31/2) to 53/2 (55/2) respectively, the [411] 1/2+ {a =
+ 1/2)- band has been extended from 5/2 (27/2) io 53/2 (43/2) respectively and
finally, the [541]l/2~ (0 = 1/2)- band has been extended from 33/2 to 45/2. In
spite of the effort in the analysis, which included a two dimensional gauss fit to
the 7 — 7 matrix, it has unfortunately not yet been possible to establish the un
favoured part of the |54l ]l/2~ band from this data set. Furthermore, candidates
(or a few stales at low spin for the unfavoured |541]l/2~ band suggested from
previous low spin experiments couU not be confirmed.
,7

In a vcrv recent experiment "''Tm was populated through the (' Cl,4n) reaction
with 166 MeV C1 ions from the Tandem accelerator + Booster on a target
of Tc. More than 2 giga events were collected. In this experiment, aiming
al bodi continuum and discrete structures, the 4n reaction is selected from the
highest fold of the BaFj inner ball of which 39 of the crystals arc now installed
in the NORDBALL. It is hoped that the high statistics from this experiment will
enable us to reach die goal.
:,7
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Some interesting features can be studied from die F induced reaction and the
preliminary analysis of the Q induced reaction: All the bands which are well
established through die first band crossing show a rather identical alignment
pattern with the exception of the [541 )a = +1/2 band, for which the crossing
occurs around 80 kcV higher in frequency, see fig.6.15. This difference is among
die highest observed in the neighbouring odd Z nuclei and probably the most
well defined in the sense that all die crossings in this nucleus have rather small
interaction strengths. The unique parity irft / [523] band is strongly coupled
with a very little signature splitting in energy below the crossing. A gradual
splitting develops with frequency above hu> = 0.3 MeV in agreement widi ex
pectations from cranked shell model calculations widi axial symmetry. The ratios
of B(M1.I -.1-1) and B(E2,I-> 1-2) values have been established well above the
band crossing. As expected, there is no signature dependence at die lower fre3 7
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Figure 6.15: Alignment for rotational bands in Tm relative to a reference with
9o = 35ft MeV" and '3, = 40 h* McV"
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qucnccs below the crossing, and the characteristic effect of the ui / alignment
is observed as an increase in the B(M 1) values. Above the crossing a signature
dependence starts to develop, sec fig.6.16. The behaviour of the 11/2[523] band
indicates that Tm probably has a more stable axially symmetric core than the
other odd Z isotopes for which the delayed crossing in the 7rft y [541] band has
been observed. It is therefore very unlikely that the explanation for the delay
can be found in a different deformation for the irh ^ [541] band in this nucleus.
The analysis of data from both the F and C1 induced reactions is in progress.
l3 7
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The Rotational Structure of

164

Yb

A. Nordlund. M. Bcrgsm'im, A. Brockstcdt, H. Carlsson, P. Ekstrom, H. Ryde,
A. Atac, G.B. Hagemann, B. Hcrskind, H.J. Jensen, J. Jongman, S. Lconi, A. Maj,
J. Nyberg and P.O. Tjørn
i l

In order to investigate the rotational structure of " ' Vb we have used the reaction 0 + Sm => " Yb+4n at 84 McV. The experiment was carried out using
the NORDBALL during march 1990. The NORDBALL was armed with 20 Ge
detectors in anti-compton shields (BGO) and a multiplicity filter consisting of
five BaF and five neutron detectors. From the energy and time information for
the 7-ray coincidence data around 700 million double 7 events and 45 million
1 6
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Figure 6.16: Ratios of B(M1,I-»I-1) and B(E2,I-»I-2) values from a preliminary
analysis of the data from the F induced reaction
, 9

triples could be extracted in the off line sorting. The analysis of the experiment
is in progress and performed using bodi two and three dimensional F_, matrices.
The nucleus
Yb is fairly well known from «"wlier studies ) . The two dimen
sional analysis of discrete gamma rays has revealed very little new information
concerning the slrongcsl rotational bands. Our analysis shows a discrepancy in
the (-,0)j band, where the correct energy of the 18" state is 4912 keV, and an
additional stale at IS 14 keV is found.
1 M

l i 2

In the background subtracted 7 - 7 - 7 cube, a ridge structure parallel to the
diagonal appears in the rotational plane. The peaks included in such ridges
correspond to the constant energy difference characteristic of two consecutive
transitions between states in a rotational band. A search for new rotational bands
by using these energies as gates is planned.
References:
1. S. Jonsson et al. Nucl. Phys. A449 (1986) 53
2. C. Chuck et al. Proe XXIII Bormco Meeting, Italy 1985, p294
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A Spectroscopic Study of High Spin Discrete- and Continuum
Stales in ""Tm

A. Atac. G.B. Hagemann. B. Hcrskind, H.J. Jensen, M. Juutincn. R.M. Lieder,
J. Nyberg. A. Virtancn. X. Sugawara, A. Bncco, F. Ingebtetsen, S. Leoni,
B. Million. A. Nordlund. A. BrockMedt. P. Ekstrøm, H. Carlsson. H. Ryde.
T. Lfionroth, and P.O. Tjørn
, 3 0
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The reaction T c ( a , xn) with 166 MeV beam from the NBI Tandem +
Booster heavy ion facility was used to collect more than 2 Giga-event of 7 - 7
(2-D) and 7 - 7 - 7 (3-D) coincidences in NORDBALL from high spin states.
The strongest populated residues T m and T m were selected rather cleanly
by multiplicity and sum gates from the BaF Calorimeter. States up to I =
60S were populated and the (2-D) and (3-D) spectra are obtained with ultimate
statistics which should allow a detailed analysis of both the weakly populated
states in the discrete region below I MeV, the rotational damped states several
MeV above the yrast line where the main decay flow goes. The good statistic is
needed to be able to apply the new triple-coincidence-, as well as the fluctuation
analysis techniques. Analysis of the different aspects of this experiment are in
progress both in Lund, Milano, Åbo, and Copenhagen.
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Chapter 7

Theoretical Nuclear Physics
The aim of our work in nuclear theory is to understand the many features of
nuclear structure revealed in nuclear reactions. Some efforts arc devoted to the
calculation of nuclear properties from first principles. This involves calculating
the effective interaction using many-body perturbation methods. However, our
nuclear structure work also employs phenomenological models such as the shell
model and various collective models. In particular, much work has been devoted
to the particle-rotor model and is closely associated with our experimental work.
We are also interested in the structure of highly excited states studied experi
mentally in the cyclotron laboratory. More recently, we have started an effort to
explore various structure phenomena by using realistic effective interactions in
large scale shell-model calculations.
In the field of nuclear reactions our interest during the last few years have focussed on the understanding of light-ion induced particle transfer reactions, in
particular (t,p) reactions, in terms of nuclear structure models. A recent interest
is the study of heavy-ion reactions with proximity interactions.
With the Bergen group wc arc studying the collective properties of nuclear matter
as they appear in rclativistic heavy-ion collisions, and we have obtained a joint
project grant from the Norwegian Research Council for Science and Humanities
(NAVF).
We do also study problems related to the foundations of quantum physics such
as the non-separability of systems in a pure quantum state and the completeness
of quantum mechanics. Further studies will be made of some of the main inter
pretations of the quantum theory and of alternative theories. An analysis will be
attempted on the basis of Bohr's complementarity concept and his understand
ing of the nature of measurements involving actions of the order of the Planck
constant.
A critical study will be made of the validity of the arguments known as "SchrBdingcr's cat" and "Wigncr's friend". These arguments play a central role in analysing
the characteristic features of a quantum measurement and with wide consequences
for the interpretation of quantum mechanics. The "macro" effects seen in a super
conducting system like the SQUID are studied to evaluate their possible relevance
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lo the problem attached to "Schrtfdingcr's cal", i.e. quantum superposition, in a
macroscopic system.

7.1 The Nuclear Many-Body Problem and Nuclear Struc
ture
7.1.1

Folded-Diagram Theory of the Effective Interaction

E. Osnes and T.T.S. Kuo"
' Suit University of New York, Stony Brook, USA
We have written a volume in the Springer Lecture Notes Series in Physics')
where we discuss in detail the folded diagrams which appear in the degenerate
linked-diagram perturbation theory of the effective interaction in atomic nuclei.
The emphasis is on the case with valence nucleons. Detailed diagram rules are
derived and illustrated by simple examples. A general proof of the cancellation
of disconnected diagrams is given, together with derivation of many-body effec
tive interactions. Although we arc mainly concerned with the derivation of the
nuclear shell model effective interaction, we indicate that the method is rather
general and can readily be extended to evaluate the nuclear optical model po
tential and the meson-exchange nucleon-nucleon interaction. Further, given the
close similarities between nuclear structure and atomic and molecular structure
calculations, we suggest that the method be applied to atomic and molecular
problems. In fact, since the inter-particle interaction in atoms and molecules is
the well-known Coulomb force and a large amount of precise experimental data
exists for these systems, we point out that atoms and molecules may be a useful
testing ground for the folded-diagram many-body theory.
These notes have developed from our research work as well as from our lectures
and seminars given at Stony Brook and Oslo and other places over an extended
period of years.
References:
1. T.T.S. Kuo and E. Osncs: Folded Diagram Theory of die Effective Inter
action in Atomic Nuclei,
Springer Lecture Notes in Physics, VoL 364
(Springer, Berlin, 1990) 175pp.
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7.1.2

Studies of the Particle-Particle and Hole-Hole Effective Inter
action!: appropriate for Nuclei in the Mass-16 and Mass-40 Re
gions

M. Hjorth-Jcascn, E. Osncs, T.T.S. Kuo', H. MUthef and K.W. Schmid"
'Department of Physics. SUNY at Stony Brook. USA
" Institutfilr Theoretische Physik, Universitet Tubingen, Fed. Rep. Germany
6

In a serirs of papers' ~ ), wc have recently studied the particle-particle and holehole effective interactions appropriate for nuclei in the mass-16 and mass-40
regions, employing standard pcrturbativc many-body techniques. To calculate
the reaction matrix G wc have used recent potential models based on mesonexchange theory, such as the Bonn potential ) ( here we have used version A,
defined in table A.l of ref. ) and die Paris potential model of Lacombc et a!.
7-8

g

*)•
The purpose of dicsc investigations has been fourfold:
(i) By including all non-folded linkcd-valence diagrams through third order in
the interaction, wc have studied the convergence of various approaches to the
effective interaction, to sec whether modem potential models could improve the
convergence of the latter.
(ii) To study the convergence of the effective interaction wc have also examined
the role played by the choice of single-particle potential, using both a BrucckncrHarlree-Fock (BHF) basis and a harmonic oscillator (HO) basis,
(iii) To study the effective interaction we have compared three methods, i.e.
Rayleigh-Schrtidingcr (RS) perturbation theory through third order, the summa
tion of folded diagrams by way of the (j-box approach of Kuo and co-workers
(to referred as the folded-diagram method (FD)) as described in rcf. ) and the
method advocated by Lcc and Su/.uki ) (LS). Since we have to approximate
the diagrams evaluated in the above methods to a given order, it ought to be
remarked that the wording convergence of the effective interaction has different
meanings when wc apply it to RS perturbation theory or to the folded-diagram
mchci^s, such as the LS or FD methods. For RS perturbation theory we will
mean die ordcr-by-order convergence, whereas for either the FD or LS methods
wc mean the convergence of the fold-by-fold expansion,
(iv) Finally, it is also of interest to sec whether modern potential models offer a
more consistent description of finite nuclei as compared to purely phenomenological interactions. To this end, wc have compared our results obtained with
the Bonn and Paris potentials to those derived from the Reid potential ).
10

11
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We list here our main conclusions:
• Compared with our results obtained with the Paris and the Reid potentials,
see refs. ' ) , the modem version A of the Bonn meson-exchange potential
yields sufficient attraction to generate a realistic interaction for valence hole
or particle nuclcons. This increased attraction may be due to the fairly weak
tensor component of this potential. This is in line with observations made
in calculating the ground state properties of nuclear matter ) , finite nuclei
) and the triton ) . Recent investigations by Clajus et al. ) . of the
3
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nucleon-nuclcon tensor force in the thrce-nucleon system do also favor a
potential with a weak tensor force. Wc find that also the excitation spectra
calculated for this interaction, assuming a basis of harmonic oscillator
states yields an improved agreement with the data as compared to results
obtained with e.g. the Paris and Reid potentials. A nice agreement with
the experimental data is obtained for the excitation energies but also for
the total energies even for nuclei with more than two valence particles ) ,
when terms up to third order in the interaction are taken into account.
5

» We find the convergence of the RS expansion through third order in the in
teraction and the fold-by-fold convergence of both the FD and LS schemes
to depend on the choice of single-particle basis, see refs.
' ) . When
the BHF choice is made, the convergence behavior of all three methods
is very good ) , whereas for a HO basis we find both the RS and the
FD expansion to yield a slow convergence. A good convergence of the
LS method is obtained, when we choose to approximate the single-particle
potential by the sum of all one-body diagrams through third order.
1 _ 3

s
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• Thus, in addition to the dependence on the single-panicle basis of the LS
and FD methods, wc find Ihc convergence behavior of both schemes also
to depend on the explicit value of the auxiliary potential U when the HO
choice is made.
• To calculate the Q-box, which is the point of departure when evaluating the
FD or the LS effective interactions, wc have included all non-folded onebody and two-body diagrams through third order ' ) . In previous works
along the same line only diagrams through second order were included in
the calculation of the Q-box. Studying individual diagrams of third order
one expects a stronger energy dependence of the Q-box including terms of
third order. This could deteriorate the expansion for the folded diagrams.
Actually, wc find the converse to be the case for many JT configurations.
Several third order contributions are large and repulsive and hence reduce
the derivative of the total Q-box, leading to a faster convergence of the
LS and FD effective interactions.
3 , 5
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• Our investigations of the Lee-Suzuki method ~ ) show that the final result
is much similar to the result obtained after one iterative step only, indicating
that the folded diagrams obtained from the first derivative of the Q-box
are very important. The above success of the LS method as compared to
the FD method suggests that these contributions should be evaluated to all
orders, as done in the LS method.
• Though wc find the BHF basis to yield a rather rapid convergence as
compared with the HO basis, the resulting BHF spectra arc too compressed
and do not properly reproduce the experimental spectra. This is obviously
due to the too small radii obtained for the BHF single-particle states. The
problem of a simultaneous description of binding energy and charge radius
for the ground-state of light nuclei like 0 still remains to be solved.
1 6
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7.1.3

Nuclear Structure with the Lanczos Method

T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, A. Holt and E. Osnes
Over the years, the shell model has achieved considerable successes in atomic,
nuclear and non-rclativislic quark calculations, andrepresentsto this date perhaps
one of the more fundamental approaches to the above fields. There is, in fact
an increasing need for large-scale shell-model calculations to understand nuclear
slates and processes of interest both to nuclear physics itself and to neighbouring
fields of physics. Examples of such phenomena are Gamow-Teller resonances
expressing the spin-isospin response of nuclear matter, beta decay and electron
capture in medium mass nuclei being important processes in presupemova matter,
and double beta decay providing a test of the standard model.
60

However, the shell model becomes difficult to implement when the number of
particles and/or the number of shells or the value of the quantum numbers spec
ifying these shells become large. To overcome these problems, several schemes
have been developed, see e.g. the article of Vallicres in ref. '). One of the
perhaps most successful of these algorithms, is the m-scheme shell-model al
gorithm. In this algorithm, none of the usual angular momentum algebra is
necessary, since Ihc slates arc decoupled, though the symmetry of the Hamiltonian is preserved. One of the disadvantages is that the matrices lo diagonalizc, in
order to obtain the eigenvalues, become too large. However, the latter problem
can be surmounted by observing that only few of the eigenvalues and cigenstates
are needed. To this end, the Lanczos algorithm offers a very efficient way to
calculate this selected eigenvalues, and in a seminal paper. Whitehead et al. ')
implemented the Lanc/.os algorithm to m-schemc shell-model algorithm. Re
cently, we have written a nuclear structure code ) based on rcf. ) . The code
is written in C and can thence easily be implemented on the PC. As a first ap
plication a newly derived effective interaction for p/-shell nuclei ) (following
the prescriptions outlined in the previous subsection) has then been used to cal
culate binding energies and excited states for nuclei in the calcium region with
more than two valence nuclcons outside the IS-closcd shell of Ca. Further
applications will comprise some of the phenomenon mentioned above.
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7.1.4

Tensor Decomposition of the Effective Interaction

A. Holt, E. Osncs and D. Stroltman*
* Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
In order to oblain a better understanding of the various effective interactions cal
culated from the mcson-thcorclical Paris and Bonn-Jttlich potentials, wc have per
formed spin-tensor decompositions of the interactions. The results arc compared
with the corresponding interactions based on the phenomcnological HamadaJohnston potential. Two manuscripts arc in preparation.
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7.2

Nuclear Reactions

71.1 Momentum-Dependent Mean Field Effects on the Nuclear Equa
tion of State and on Phase Transition Signals
L.P. Csetnai", G. FH", C. Gale"" and E. Osnes
* University of Bergen
" Kent State University, Ohio, USA
"' McCill University, Montreal, Canada
Momentum-dependent mean fields play an important and increasing role in
the description of nuclear collisions ' ' ). The momentum-dependence of die
mean field, resulting from the fact that the nucleon-nucleon interaction is itself
momentum-dependent ' ) has important implications on the static and dynamic
properties of nuclear matter, e.g. the nuclear incompressibilily. ' ). Most inves
tigations of the momentum-dependence have focused to date on the intermediate
energy range (£(,„„, « 0.1-2.0 GeV), but the consequences of die momentumdependence have not been fully explored. For example, the momentum dis
tribution of the nuclcons at finite temperature will be more complicated than
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (in the classical limit) in the presence of a
momentum-dependent mean-field.
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Here we wish to study the momcuum-distribution in a momentum-dependent
mean-field, and to examine the consequences of the deviation from a naively
expected Maxwcllian at medium as well as relativistic beam energies with par
ticular attention to signals of the quark-gluon plasma transition.
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7.2.2

Proximity Interaction between Deformed Nuclei

T. Engeland, K. Idland and J. Vaagen*
* Department of Physics, University of Bergen
The nuclear interaction potential plays a central role in the description and analysis of collisions between heavy ions. In reactions with light ions the interaction
potential is a function of the distance between the fragments along the center line.
However, when heavy defonned nuclei are involved, substantial corrections to
such a description are expected. One alternative approach is the so-called proximity treatment of the interaction potential.
In the present project we investigate the effect of the proximity potential method
when both target and projectile are deformed. The basic theory is discussed in
refs. ). We have developed a method and a computer code written in C to
calculate the proximity distance between two axially deformed fragments. Up
to L - 8 angular momentum components are included in the description of the
deformed surfaces. This has been used to calculate the interaction form factor for
a heavy ion reaction using the Coupled Channel Code QUICC from reference ) .
Some modification in the code will be implemented in order to handle deformed
projectiles.
1-4
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Some preliminary studies were reported in last annual report.
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7.3

The Foundation of Quantum Physics

7.3.1 The Non-Separability in Quantum Physics
H. Andås and K. Gjøttcrud
Questions concerning the completeness of quantum theory, as first raised by the
famous EPR paper ) and discussed by N. Bohr ), have gained renewed interest
due to the results of the polarization correlation experiments published by Aspect
ct al. ) and the delayed choice experiment published by Hcllmuth et al. ). The
Aspect experiment demonstrates the non-separability, even for systems with a
space extension of about 10 meters, as described by quantum theory. It violates
1
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the Bell ) inequality and falsify thereby local cxtravariable theories for quantum
phenomena. The Hcllmulh experiment demonstrates the impossibility, even with
a delayed choice of the appropriate boundary conditions, to appoint a definite
orbit tc an electromagnetic quantum in an interferometer. So far all attempts at
constructing an experiment giving a more detailed information about a system
than afforded by quantum mechanics seems futile. In this respect the practical
realizations of the Einstein-Bohr-Wheele.' "gedanken" experiments supports the
completeness of quantum theory ).
6

7

It is evident that the non-separability is a main feature of quantum phenomena ).
A closer inspection is therefore made of the underlying assumptions on which
Bell's inequalities arc based.
We have studied quantum systems composed of two spin ± particles. We find
that under given boundary conditions ihcy obey Bell's inequalities without satisfying neither Ihc EPR reality criterion nor the strong locality of objective local
theories ). This seems to us as yet another example of how the quantum character
of nature transcends the scope of a classical description.
8
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7.3.2

Interpretation of Quantum mechanics

T. Bergene and K. Gjøttcrud
In an article, inspired by the EPR-papcr ') and entitled Die gegenwartige Situation
in der Quantenmechanik ), E. SchrOdinger discusses the famous "Cat Paradox".
2
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We will in a critical way examine the use of the "Cat Paradox" and "Wigner's
friend" ) as arguments concerning measurement and observation. It seems to
us that the "Cat Paradox" has introduced confusion into the epistcmological
discussion of Quantum Physics by not making a sufficiently sharp distinction
between what we do consciously know about a quantum system and what we
can possibly lcam given the boundary conditions defining the very system. We
defend the thesis that only the latter has relevance in the quantum context ) .
3

4

We also analyze the use of the Schrtidinger's cat argument in connection with
quantum effects in superconductors (macroscopic systems). We have succeeded
in deriving a relation between (he tunnelling frequencies for charge and magnetic
flux in so-called SQUIDs (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device) ) .
5
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Chapter 8

Other Fields of Research
8.1 Natural Environment Ionizing Radiation
N. Bøhmer, F. In,-;ebrclsen, M.B. Mærii, A. Storruste and T. Strand*
'National Institute of Radiation Hygiene
The average radon concentration in indoor air in Norway has been estimated to
about 55 - 65 Bq/m . Between 5 and 10 % of domestic dwellings has average
radon concentrations above 200 Bq/m . This gives the highest radiation exposure
of all natural background sources in Norway, and represents a significant health
problem.
3

3

A research program, with the main emphasis of measuring radon concentrations
and studying the effect of radon reducing actions, has been initiated. This is
a joint project between the Nuclear Physics Group and the National Institute
of Radiation Hygiene. Two students are now in the final stage of writing their
graduate thesis on this subject.
The work is concentrated on methods of measurements and dosimetry with emphasis on physical parameters. In particular, the correlation between radon concentrations and various meteorological parameters have been studied. The rfosi
reductions and the effect of permanent remedial actions in rooms with high concentrations has been studied in some university buildings built on Alun shale
ground, involving offices and dwellings. An average equilibrium factor between
radon and radon daughters, an important parameter in dose calculations, has
been estimated in the measured areas. Furthermore, a long time survey of several houses in another radon rich area has been made.
The indoor radon concentration variation has short term (hour) and long term
(months) variations. Some examples of such variations are shown in figs.8.1
and 8.2. The abrupt decrease in fig.8.2 shows the effect of sudden and extreme
air exchange due to residents activity (children in and out). Fig.8.2 show two
different concentration variations. The difference is explained by the fact that
radon in house "A" enters mainly by convection, and hence is proportional to the
temperature (i.e. the pressure difference). In house "B", the radon enters mainly
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Figure 8.1: Continuously monitored radon concentration in air in a 24-hour
period
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Figure 8.2: Monthly variatioas in radon concentration in two different houses
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Figure 8.3: The increase in radon concentration after turning off pressure gradient
(fan)
by diffusion, and the concentration is more dependent on the possible diffusion
length and the permeability of the building substructure.
The increase of the air exchange rate for the reduction of radon concentration
has an obvious upper limit. The method of establishing a favorable pressure
gradient between the ground and the residential areas can in many cases be more
favorable. Fig.8.3 shows the effect of such an arrangement, where a small fan
(40 W) is turned off at 10.00 o'clock. The radon concentration is then slowly
rising to a considerably higher level (a factor of 5) over a period of 12 hours in
this case.
The project is in progress, and uata are presently being analyzed in further details.
A grant from NAVF (National Research Council) in 1991 has made it possible
to do some further instrumentation for accurate simultaneous radiation and me
teorological parameter measurements. Of further interest is also equipment for
more accurate measurements of the pressure difference between indoor air and
air in the soil.
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8.2

Solar Energy

8.2.1 Solar Hydrogen - Hydrogen Produced from Renewable Re
sources
B. Bjerke, 0. Holter, F. Ingebrelsen and J. Reiestad
Introduction
Today's world energy economy is based primarily on fossil fuel energy carriers,
dose to 90 % of the world's energy consumption is supplied by petroleum,
natural gas and coal. Fossil fuel energy carriers have excellent properties like
high energy densities, can easily be stored and transported over great distances.
However, long term use of fossil fuels will cause severe environmental problems.
But even if fossil fuel energy reserves were to last for a long time, using them
causes problems due to their environmental impact
Energy supply for the future with considerable less damage the environment,
can in the long term only be based on renewable energy sources. Renewable
energy sources like solar irradiance, hydro-power and wind energy can only be
used directly as heat or electricity due their intermittent nature. However, with
a possibility to store energy, huge amounts of solar irradiance can be stored
as chemical energy in hydrogen that can be produced from water. It can be
transported and stored like a iossil fuel. Hydrogen can be used to produce heat
or electricity or it can be used as a fuel in transportation. The only residue
after combustion is water. A solar hydrogen energy economy makes closed,
none-polluting cycles possible.
Today's use of hydrogen in large scale is mainly limited as arawmaterial for the
chemical and petrochemical industry. Hydrogen is not used as an energy carrier,
except for fuel for rockets (in this application it is not replaceable by any other
fuel).
There are many possible methods for hydrogen production - both from fossil
fuels and from renewable sources. In our group we are oriented towards the use
of renewable energy. Therefore a NAVF-project was initiated in 1990 to evaluate
different ways of producing solar hydrogen.
Our Work
The goal of our project is to evaluate different methods to produce hydrogen
from solar irradiancc. There are a number of different cycles from none-fossil
resources to hydrogen - thermo/thermochemical cycles, catalytic/biophotolysis,
electrophoto/photolysis and high/low temperature electrolysis systems. We have
so far concentrated our work around low temperature electrolysis systems. The
first laboratory work will be to build an electrolyser system powered by solar
cells. Other production systems will be evaluated and tested later.
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A new laboratory setup is being built around an elcctrolyscr system, solar panels
and data-acquisition equipment. A basic alkaline electrolyscr cell is already
constructed and tested. Initial tests shows an efficiency around 70 % (b»"-d
upon hydrogen higher heating value). The system will be further enhanced by
using the latest research developments from various sources. Later, the whole
system will be tested, using real-time solar irradiance and measured data.

8.2.2

Hay Dryers

S.L Andersen, I. Espe and 0. Hcrbjømsen
The hay dryer measurements were prolonged through the summer 1990. This
year we measured on plants situated in the following areas: At high altitude in
the Etnedal mountains, at the west coast near Kristiansund, at the shores of The
Barents Sea and in the valley of Numedal, near Kongsberg. The construction
was somewhat modified in order to obtain a uniform air-stream through the solar
panel. In coastal areas wc experience cooling of roof at nights, partly due to
radiation and precipitation. The drying fans were on through duys and nights
for several weeks in all four plants in order to map the climatic changes. It
became clear that one has to be careful with drying processes during nights,
especially in coastal areas. The mechanical construction proves to be stable and
needs very little maintenance. The project was mainly financed by the Council
for Agricultural Research and the Department of Physics, University of Oslo.
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8.3 Wet Breathing Gas
NT. Ottestad" and A. Storrustc
'Ottestad Breathing System AIS. Tønsberg
The project "Wet Breathing Gas" was started in 1978 when Cand. Real N.T. Ottestad was a member of the staff at the University of Oslo. Later on Ottestad opened
his own business:
Ottestad Breathing Systems A/S (OBS), Tønsberg, for the purpose of developing
and producing equipment for deep diving.
The main participants during Ihe testing of the equipment has been NUTEC
(Norsk Undcrvannslcknologisk Senter, Bergen), Norsk Hydro and Statoil. The
project has been financially supported mainly by Statoil, Industrifondet (repayable
grant) and NTNF (Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research).
The basic ideas was to eliminate the diverse respiratory heat loss by using saturated, warm breathing gas. During the last years, OBS has put much effort in
designing high performance breathing systems which are capable of conditioning
the gas. In the latest years, the use of humidified breathing gas has been found
to be a great advantage of decompressing sickness treatment, and OBS breathing
equipment have been installed at several diving vessels operating in the North
sea. The humidifier as well as the breathing regulators in this system are patented
in several countries ( NO 140 173 and NO 812 928 respectively).
Three years ago OBS started the development of a new Underwater Breathing
apparatus with some very interesting features. This (patented) system is based on
a Back-Pack with a pneumatically assisted Counter Lung. The breathing loop is
"semi-closed" and during operation make-up gas must be continuously supplied
via the divers umbilical in order to compensate for the oxygen consumption. The
supply pressure is 15 bar above ambient and the pressure energy is utilized to
recirculate the breathing gas - thereby providing very low work of breathing.
This breathing system is simple to operate and the performance is very good.
It is also highly appreciated that the breathing gas is reclaimed without the use
of a surface loop. Furthermore the thermal energy in the breathing loop is well
conserved and the diver can be kept in thermal balance with less supply of
energy.
The OBS concept is already well known in the diving industry and is expected
to have great impact on future diving operations. During the last 18 months this
system has been continuously tested and technical details have been considerably
improved/simplified. The system is currently being tested manned and unmanned
in order to have it accepted for operational use down to 400 msw in the North
sea.
The experimental activities is centered around the laboratory of OBS A/S in
Tønsberg.
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Chapter 9

Seminars
Dale:
16.01

3

( Hc,a)-reaksjorismekanismen studert
ved hjelp av ya-lcoinsidenser.
20.02 KA. Garcen
Inclusive charge exchange (pji)
reactions on nuclei in the sisobar excitation region.
08.05 M. Guttormsen: Rapport fra Nuclear
Structure in the Nineties, Oak
Ridge, Tenn., April 1990.
22.05 J. Rckstad:
Har AMcvantetallel noen mening ved
8 MeV eksitasjonsenergi?
12.06 M.H. Jensen:
Rapport fra 3rd International Spring Seminar
on Nuclear Physics, Ischia, May 1990.
19.06 M.H. Jensen:
do
18.09 E. Osncs:
Rapport fra EPS 8th General
Conference: "Trends in Physics",
Amsterdam, September 1990.
25.09 E. Osncs:
do
9.10
16.10
12.12

T. Tvcvcr.

M. Guttormsen:
M. Guttormsen:
D. Strottman:

Gamma-decay fra høy eksitasjonsenergi.
do
Nuclear Structure Calculations at Los
Alamos:
(;) Structure of 11 Li and (he soft El
resonance.
(ii) The E0 decay of the first 0+
state in 0 .
1 6
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Chapter 10

Committees, Conferences and
Visits
10.1 Committees and Various Activities
External committees and activities only are listed.

B. Bjerke:

Member of a solar House Committee in Østfold Fylke.

T. Engeland:

Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physics Letters.

K. Gjøttcmd:

Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physica Scripta.
Member of the committee for The Lisl and Leo Eitinger price.
Member of The Norwegian Physical Society's Human Rights
Committee.
Member of "International Federation of Scientists for Soviet Refusniks".
Member of the program committee for the Oslo conference:
"The Anatomy of Hate" 26-29 August 1990 arranged by the
Elic WicscI Foundation for Humanity and the Norwegian Nobel
Committee.
Member of the Working Group on Immigrants and Legal Rights
organized by the Contact Committee for Immigrants and Norwegian Authorities, Ministry of Local Government
Representative of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciencics in the Council for Examen Philosophicum.
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M. Guttormsen: Member of the Board of the Nuclear Physics Committee of the
Norwegian Physical Society.
Deputy Member of the National Committee for Nuclear Re
search.
Referee for Nuclear Physics and Zcitschrift fur Physik.

T. Hoitebekk:

Chairman of The Norwegian Standardization Organization Sub
committee for Technical and Physical Units.

F. fngebrctsen:

Member of the Science Council of the Norwegian Research
Council for Science and Humanities.
Chairman of the Science Council Physics committee.
Member of the CERN committee.
Member of the EISCAT board.
Editor of the periodical "Fra Fysikkens Verden".
Deputy member of the Nordic Committee for Accelerator Based
Research (NOAQ.
Member of a advisory committee for the Research Council
project: "Women in and after the science education period".
Member of the Board of Directors of SOLNOR A/S.

S. Messelt:

Referee for Nuclear Instruments and Methods.

E. Osnes:

President of the Norwegian Physical Society.
Member of the Council of the European Physical Society.
Member of the EPS Action Committee on Publications.
Member of the Executive Board of NORDITA.
Member of the Advisory Committee of Nuclear Physics of
NORDITA.
Chairman of the Norwegian Committee for Nuclear Research
(NUK) under NAVF.
Co-editor (with T.T.S. Kuo) of International Review of Nuclear
Physics, published by World Scientific Publ. Comp..
Referee for Nuclear Physics, Physics Letters B and Physica
Scripta.
Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, and
of the Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters.
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J. Rckslad:

Mcmty: of the Board of Directors of NAVF.
Member of the National Committee for Nuuiar Research
(NAVF).
Member of the Board of Directors of "International Cardiological Institute for Therapeutic Research".
Member of a Solar House Committee in Østfold Fylke.
Member of the Council of KREANOVA, Material Technology
Network Center in Haugesund.
Referee for Nuclear Physics.
Chairman of the Board of Directors of SOLNOR A/S.
Member of the Board of Trustees (bedriftsforsamling) of OriclaBorrcgaard A/S.

R. Tangen:

Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters.

P.O. Tjørn:

Member of the Nordic Committee for Accelerator Based Research (NOAC).
Referee for Nuclear Physics.

10.2 Conferences
lite Section of Nuclear Physics participated in the NUK Symposium on Nuclear
Physics in the Nordic Countries, Oslo, January 25-26 1990.
The Section of Nuclear Physics participated in the Annual Meeting of the Norwegian Physical Society, Tromsø, June 13-16 1990.
Dr. Scicnt. and Cand. Scicnt. students participated in the Student Workshop,
Bergen, November 6-7 1990.
B. Bjerke and J. Rckstad participated in the 8th World Hydrogen Energy Conference, Honolulu and Waikoloa, Hawaii, U.S.A., July 22-27 1990.
T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jcnscn and E. Osnes participated in the Neutron Star
Workshop. Bergen, June 6 1990.
M. Guttormsen and J. Rckslad participated in the Conference on Nuclear Structure in the Nineties, Oak Ridge, U.S.A., April 23-27 1990.
F. Ingcbrctscn participated in the Workshop on Heavy-Ion Physics Research,
Chalk River, Canada, July 17-19 1990.
M. Hjorth-Jcnscn participated in ihc 3rd Int. Spring Seminar on Nuclear Physics,
Ischia, Italy, May 21-25 1990.
E. Osncs participated in the EPS General Conference, Amsterdam, September
4-8 1990 and in the APS Nuclear Physics Division Conference in UrbanaChampaign, U.S.A., October 24-27 1990.
T. Ramsøy participated in the International Workshop on Software Engineering,
Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems in High Energy and Nuclear Physics,
Lyon, France, March 19-24 1990.
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10.3 Visits
F. Ingebretscn visited the American Physical Society publishing office, Wood
bury, New York, July 12 1990.
E. Osnes visited the State University of New York at Stony Brook, U.S.A.,
February 25 to March 3 1990 and Kenl State University, Ohio, U.S.A., October
27 to November 3 1990.
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Chapter 11

Theses, Publications and Talks
11.1 Theses
T. Ramsøy
Spectroscopy High Above the Yrast Line in Rare Earth Nuclei
Dr. Scient. Thesis.
K. Idland
Heavy Ion Reactions with the Proximity Interaction
Cand. Scicnt. Thesis.

11.2 Scientific publications
11.2.1

Nuclear Physics and Instrumentation

L. Bugge, T. Buran, G. Mæhlum, T.B. Skaali, G. Skjevlir.g, J. Wikne, D. Wormald,
T. Ødegaard and the whole DELPHI collaboration
Search for Light, Neutral Higgs Particles Produced in Z° Decays
Nucl.Phys. B342, 1,(1990)
L. Bugge, T. Buran, G. Mæhlum, T.B. Skaali, G. Skjevling, J. Wikne, D. Wormald,
T. Ødegaard and the whole DELPHI collaboration
Search for Pair Production of Neutral Higgs Bosons in Z° Decays
Physics Utters B Vol. 245 no.2 ,276, (1990)
L. Bugge, T. Buran, G. Mæhlum, T.B. Skaali, G. Skjevling, J. Wikne, D. Wormald,
T. Ødegaard and the whole DELPHI collaboration
Search for Scalar Quarks in Z° Decays
Physics Utters B Vol. 247 no.l ,148, (1990)
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L. Buggc, T. Buran, G. Mæhlum, T.B. Skaali, G. Skjevling, i. Wiknc, D. Wonnald,
T. Ødegaard and the whole DELPHI collaboration
A search for S leptons and Gauginos in Z° Decays
Physics Utters B Vol. 247 no.l ,157, (1990)
L. Bugge, T. Buran, G. Mæhlum, T.B. Skaali, G. Skjevling, J. Wiknc, D. Wonnald,
T. Ødegaard and the whole DELPHI collaboration
A Comparison of Jet Production Rates on the Z° Resonance to Perturbative QCD
Physics Letters B Vol. 247 no.l ,167, (1990)
A. Maj. H. Grawc, H. Kluge, A. Kubnert, K.H. Maier, J. Recht, N. Roy, H. Hiibel
and M. Guttormsen
Levels, Lifetimes and g-Factors in .2oop
Nucl.Phys. A509, 413, (1990)
I98

0

M. Guttormsen, A. Atac, K. Klungland, T. Ramsøy, J. Rekstad, T.S. Tveter and
Z. Zelazny
Statistical Properties of First-Generation 7-rays in Y b
Proc. Int. coi:f. on Nuclear Structure in the Nineties,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, april 23-27, 1990
Vol.1, 204, (1990)
1 7 2

M. Guttormsen, A. Atac, G. LøvhøiJen, S. Messclt, T. Ramsøy, J. Rekstad,
T.F. Thorsteinscn, T.S. Tveter and Z. Zclazny
Statistical Gamma-Decay at Low Angular Momentum
Physica Scripta T32, 54, (1990)
M. Hjorth-Jensen and E. Osncs
Number-conserving Sets and Effective Interactions through Third Order for Mass18 with the Bonn-Julich Potctial
Physica Scripta 41, 207, (1990)
M. Hjorth-Jenscn, E. Osncs, H. Miilhcr and K.W. Schmid
Choice of Single-Particle Potential and the Convergence of the Effective Interaction
Phys.Lett. B248, 243, (1990)

J. Rekstad, T.S. Tveter and M. Guttormsen
Chaos in Nuclei and the K Quantum Number
Phys.Rev.Ult. 65. 2122, (1990)
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J. Gascon, C-H. Yu, G.B. Hagemann, M.C. Carpenter, J.M. Espino, Y. Iwata,
T. Komatsubara, J. Nyberg, S. Ogaza, G. Sletten, P.O. Tjørn, D.C. Radford.
J. Simpson, A. Alderson, M.A. Bentley, P. Fallon, P.D. Forsyth, J.W. Roberts
and J.F. Sharpey-Schafer
Configuration-dependent Transition rates in H o
NucUhys. A513, 344, (1990)
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T. Komatsubara, K. Furuno, T. Hosoda, J. Espino, J. Gascon,
G.B. Hagemann, Y. Iwata, D. Jerrcstam, N. Kato, T. Morikawa, J. Nyberg,
G. Sletten and P.O. Tjørn
High Spin Structure in the Odd-Odd Nucleus Cs
Z.Phys. A Atomic Nuclei, no. 335, 113, (1990)
124

T.S. Tveter, M. Guttormsen, J. Kownacki, J. Rekstad and T.F. Thorsteinsen
On The Yb( He,a) Reaction Mechanism
Nucl.Phys. A516, 1, (1990)
171

3

T.S. Tveter, J. Rckstad, A. Ata;, M. Guttomisen and J. Kownacki
Feeding- and Entry-Regions in the Yb( He,a xn) Reaction
Proc. Int. conf. on Nuclear Structure in the Nineties.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA, april 1990
Vol.1. 208, (1990)
171

3

M. Hjorth-Jcnscn and K. Aashamar
Oscillator Strengths and Lifetimes for Low-Lying Terms in the Al Isoelectron
Sequence
Physica Scripta Vol.42, 309, (1990)
T.T.S. Kuo and E. Osnes
Folded Diagram Theory of the Effective Interaction in Nuclei, Atoms and Molecules
Lecture Notes in Physics, vol.364
Springer Verlag 1990

11.3 Scientific and Technical Reports
1U.1

Nuclear Physics and Instrumentation

T. Bergene and K. Gjøitcrud
Kvantekatter - finnes de?
Department of Physics Report 19-90, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo
og Populærvitcnskapclig magasin no.6, 1990
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M. Guttormsen, A. Atac, K. Klungland, S. Messelt, T. Ramsøy and T.S. Tveter
Gross-Prcpcnies of Statistical 7-Decay in Y b
Department of Physics Report 90-20, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo. 1990
1 7 2

M. Hjorth-Jcnsen, E. Osnes, H. Miither, K.W. Schmid and T.T.S. Kuo
Microscopic Nuclear Structure Calculations with Modem Meson-Exchange Potentials
Department of Physics Report 90-15, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes, H. Mather and K.W. Schmid
Choice of Single-particle Potential and the Convergence of the Effective Interaction
Department of Physic Report 90-05. Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
T. Holtcbckk
Rapport fra Arbeidsgruppe nedsatt av OED for å vurdere den fremtidige virksomheten ved Haldenreaktoren
T. Holtebekk and M. Guttormsen
Cold Fusion
Department of Physics Report 90-10, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
S. Messelt, T. Engeland, M. Guttormsen and T. Ramsøy
Section for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics
Annual Report 1989
Department of Physics Report 90-10, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
J. Rekstad, T.S. Tvetcr and M. Guttormsen
Chaos in Nuclei and the K Quantum number
Department of Physics Report 90-13, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
T. S. Tveter, M. Guttormsen, J. Kownacki, J. Rekstad and T. F. Thorsteinsen
On the Y b ( H e , a ) Reaction Mechanism
Department of Physics Report 90-09, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
m

3

J.C. Wikne and B. Skaali
The FCMM, a Fastbus Control and Memory Module for Readout of the DELPHI
SAT rack Detector
Department of Physics Report 90-03, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo, 1990
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11J.2

Solar Energy

B. Bjerke, S. Lilledal Andersen, H. Arnesen, 1. Espe. O. Herbjømsen. M. Melden,
J. Reksttd, J. Wikne and A. Amundsen.
Soltun
Boliger med solenergi til oppvanning avromog varmtvana En presentasjon av
konseptet og cnergimålinger fra husene.
Department of Physics Report 90-07, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo 1990

113.3

Educational Physics

C. Angcll
Metoder i måling av radioaktivitet
Department of Physics Report 90-10, Univ. i Oslo, Oslo 1990
C. Angell and S. Lie
Fysikkeksamcn og cksamensfysikk
Skrifter for realfag, Skolelaboratoriet, avd. fysikk og Senter for lærerutdanning
og jletjenestc, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo 1990
C. Angell and S. Lie
Fysikk i vidcregaendc skole: Hvcm velger faget og hvorfor?
Skrifter for realfag. Skolelaboratoriet, avd. fysikk og Senter for lærerutdanning
og skolctjcneste, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo 1990

11.4 Talks and Conference Reports
T. Bergene
A Critical Evaluation of the Schrodingcr's Cat Argument
Annual Meeting of the Norwegian Physical Society
Tromsø, June 25-28, 1990
T. Bergene
Schrødingcrs katt brukt som argument i kvantefysiske problemer
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
L. Bergholt
Gamma decay mønster i ovcrgangskjemer
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
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B. Bjerke
SOLTUN-prosjcktct: Presentasjon av konsept og energim&lingcr fra soloppvarmede boligcr
Invitert foredrag ved Trernax A/S, 13 februar 1990
N. Bøhmer
Radon og Radondøtrc i inneluft: Studicr av fysiske parametre
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7,1990
L. Engvik
Fermivtcskcparametre i kjemematerie
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Conditions for Quantum Phenomena
Lecture at the Sovjet Jewish Refusnik Seminar
Moscow USSR, December 1, 1990
M. Guttormsen
Erfaringcr med CACTUS på syklotronen
Foredrag ved avd. for kjernekjemi, Universitetet i Oslo
26 februar 1990
M. Guttormsen and E. Osncs (editors)
Workshop i kjemeforskning
Department of Physics Report 90-02, Univ. of Oslo, Oslo 1990
A. Haugan
Beta desintegrasjon og elektroninnfagning i p-f skall kjemer
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes, H. Mulher, K.W. Schmid and T.T.S. Kuo
Microscopic Nuclear Structure Calculations with Modem Meson-Exchange Potentials
Talk at the 3rd International Spring Seminar on Nuclear Physics, Ischia, Italy,
May 21-25, 1990
A. Holt
Tensor Decomposition of the Effective Interaction
Abstract from Ann. meeting, Norw.Phys.Soc., Tromsø, June 25-28, 1990
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A. Holt
Tensordckomponcring av den effektive vckselviricning
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
A.K. Klungland
Ekstraksjon av statistiske parametre Ira første generasjons gamma-spektre
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
A.K. Klungland
Statistical Properties of First Generation 7-rays in Y b
Abstract from Ann. meeting, Norw.Phys.Soc., Tromsø, June 25-28, 1990
1 7 2

M.B. Mærli
Radon og Radondøtrc i inneluft: Studier av Måleteknikker
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
T. Rarasøy
Fortran 90
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990

T. Ramsøy
Superdeformation and Rapidly Rotating Nuclei
Dr. Scient seminar, Oslo, February 14, 1990

T. Ramsøy
Giant Resonances
Dr. Scient seminar, Oslo, Mars 8, 1990
T.S. Tveter
Nuclear Chaos and the K Quantum Number
Abstract from Ann. meeting, Norw.Phys.Soc., Tromsø, June 25-28, 1990
T.S. Tveter
K-kvantetallet og 7-decay ved høy eksitasjonsenergi
Studentkurs, Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Bergen, November 6-7, 1990
J. Espino, J D. Garrett, G B. Hagemann, P.O. Tjøm, C-H. Yu, M. Bergstrrjm,
L. Carlén, L.P. Ekstrom, J. Lyttkens, H. Ryde, R. Chapman, D. Clark,
F. Khazaic, J.C. Lisle and J.N. Mo
Signature effects in W
Proe. Int. conf. on Nuclear Structure in the Nineties.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Vol.1, April, 1990
1 7 1
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M. Bergstrøm, J. Espino, R. Bengtsson, T. Bengtsson, L. Carlen, L.P. Ekstrøm,
J.D. Garrett, G.B. Hagemann, J. Lyttkens. H. Ryde, P.O. Tjørn, C-H. Yu,
R. Chapman, D. Dark, F. Khazaie, J.C. Lisle and J.N. Mo
On the Importance of Small Dcfonnation Changes for the Interpretation of the
Rotational Band Structure in W
Proe. Int. conf. on Nuclear Structure in the Nineties.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Voll, April, 1990
1 T 2

J. Wikne el al.
The Dau Aqusition Hardware for the SAT Tracker Detector at DELPHI, LEP,
CERN
Abstract from Annual Meeting, Norw.Phys.Soc.,Tromsø, 1990

11.5 Popular Science
S.L. A»4-.rsen
Solar energy dryers at 70° north lattitude.
Sun World no. 1, 1990
S.L. Andersen
Solenergianlcggct i ZEB-bygningen
Uniibrum, Univ. i Oslo no.13, 1990

C. Angell and A. Isncs
Magnetisme, Induksjon, Energi - varmepumper
Faglige videoprogrammer, Statskrafts Mcga-programmer for skoleverket, 1990
K. Gjøttcrud
Kan New Age trekke vcksler på et paradigmeskifte i moderne fysikk?
"Mellom kvanter og gurucr", Credo Forlag 1990
K. Gjøttcrud
Lysets idéhistorie
Foredrag på Faglig-Pcdagogisk dag, 12 januar, 1990
K. Gjøtlerud
Fysikk og virkclighctsforståclse
Foredrag på Seminaret i Vitenskapsteori, 16 februar, 1990
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K. Gjøtterud
Kvantefysikken - en utfordring til anskuclighet og forstaelsc
Foredrag pi Seminaret i Vitenskapsteori, 23 februar, 1990
Foredrag ved NTH. Univ. i Trondheim, 15 mars, 1990

K. Gjøtterud
"Sel 4ed notes" fra forelsningcn ved Seminaret i Vitenskapsteori
Ved B. Stigum. Univ. i Oslo 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Schrfjdingers katt
Intervju i NRK-TV 29 mars, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Kvantefysikken og sammenbruddet av de klassiske bildcr
Forelesning ved Det Norske Radiumhospita' "< mars, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Fysikk og New Age
Intervju i RadiOrakel, 19 april, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Postmoderniteten i fysikken
Forelesning ved Nansenskolen, Norsk Humanistisk Akademi, Lillehammer, 26
mai, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Forskning og frihet
Debattprogram med A. Sakharov, A. Næss og T. Nørrctranders
NRK-TV, 29 januar, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Miljø - fornuft og dogmatikk
Forelesning ved Lcdcrforumseminar, Adm. Forskningsfond
v/ NHH's lederutviklingssenicr, Bergen, 20 juni, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
Atomalderen - en etisk utfordring
Innledning til visning av filmen "Skyggens menn"
Brumundal kino, 6 august (Hiroshimadagen), 1990
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K. Gjøtterud
Skapelse - utvikling, tro - vitcnskap
Forelesning i Oslo Kristeleg By- og Bygdelag, 27 oktober, 1990

K. Gjøtterud
Uskarphetsrelasjoncne og SchrGdingers katt
Forelesning ved etterutd. kurs for fysikklærere, Univ. i Oslo, 19 november, 1990

K. Gjøtterud
Miljø, fornuft og dogmatikk
Forelesning ved Skandinavien programmet '90, c/o AFF, v/NHH
Bedriftslederscminar, Klippan, Sverige, 7 desember, 1990
K. Gjøtterud and T. Bergene
Kvantekattcr - finnes de?
Foredrag i Fysikkforcningen, 2 oktober, 1990
K. Gjøtterud
T. Kronen og A. Pappas: "Ellen Gleditsch"
Bokkronikk, Fra Fysikkens Verden 1, vol.52, 1990
T. Holtebekk
Elgarøy og Hauge: "Fra strålende objekter til sorte hull" Bokanmeldelse, Fra
Fysikkens Verden 2, vol.52, 1990
T. Holtebekk
E.F. Adiutori: "The New Heat System"
Bokanmeldelse, Fra Fysikkens Verden 2, vol.52, 1990
T. Holtebekk
Kommentar til løsning av 'Trim i FFV /89"
Fra Fysikkens Verden 1, vol.52, 1990
T. Holtebekk
Kommentar III til løsning av "Trim i FFV /89"
Fra Fysikkens Verden 3, vol.52, 1990
F. Ingebrelscn
Ny energiteknologi eller nye cncrgikilder
Hva blir løsningen i fremtiden?
Foredrag, Faglig Pedagogisk Dag, 12 januar, 1990
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F. Ingebrctsen
Fremtidcns encrgitcknologier
Foredrag i Fysikkforeningen, 24 april, 1990
F. Ingebretsen
P. Horowitz and W. Hill: "The art of electronics"
Bokanmeldelse, Fra Fysikkens Verden 1, vol.52, 1990

A.Isnes
Redigering av faglig informasjonsmateriale der A. Isnes er prosjektleder for
utviklingen av dataprogram om Drivhuseffekten. Utviklingskostnadene er betalt av Norske Shell, 1990

E. Osnes
Skapertro og naturvitenskap
Kap. 4 i "Gud og verden - Om den kristne skapertro"
Red. Lars Inge Magcrøy
Nye Luther, Oslo 1990
J. Rekstad
Presentasjon av SOLNOR a/s
Foredrag p i Norsk Solenergiforenings årsmøte, 26 mars, 1990
J. Rekstad
Alternative Encrgikildcr
Foredrag ved NORAD og FN-sambandets kurs, Øyser 5-9 november, 1990
A. Storruste
Radioaktivitet - forsøk i skolen
Seminar om fysikkundcrvisning, Ustaoset, 14-17 august, 1990
0 . Holter og F. Ingebrctsen
Fys 125, Fysikk og encrgiressurser, Oppgavesamling
Fysisk Institutt, Universitetet i Oslo, 1990.
A.Isnes
Komparative studicr av naturfagene i Norden - med spesiell vekt på fysikkfaget
Foredrag ved Den nordiske LMFE-kongre?sen på Island, 1990
A. Isnes
SISS-undersøkclscn i fysikk. Presentasjon og vurderinger av rcsultatene
Foredrag ved Fysikkseminar på Ustaoset Høyfjellshotell, Norsk Fysisk Selskap
og Norsk Fysikkråd, 1990
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A. Isnes
Naturfag på grunntrinnet
Ekstern fordrags- og kursvirksomhet.
Haugesund
Jessheim
Skien
Sarpsborg
Lyngdal
Bodø
Lillestrøm
Eide kommune
1990

6 timer
6 timer
6 timer
6 timer
3 timer
6 timer
6 timer
6 timer

24 deltakere
17 deltakere
18 deltakere
21 deltakere
12 deltakere
21 deltakere
IS deltakere
16 deltakere

A. Isnes
Hvordan utvikle fagplaner i naturfag?
Ekstemt foredrag, Skoledirektøren i Vestfold, 4 timer, 25 deltakere, 1990
A. Isnes
Fysikk på ungdomstrinnet
Stavanger lærerhøgskole, 24 timer, 20 deltakere 1990

Hallseth, Haugan, Hjelmen and Isnes
Fysikk for ingeniørar
NKI Forlaget, 1990
A. Isnes, T. Nilsen and A. Sandås
Fysikk for den vidercgående skolea 2FY - Arbeidsbok med laboratorieøvinger
NKI Forlaget 1990
A. Isnes, T. Nilsen and A. Sandås
Fysikk for den vidercgående skolen 2FY - Fasit med løsningsforslag.
NKI Forlaget 1990
A. Isnes, T. Nilsen and A. Sandås
Fysikk for den vidercgående skolen - 2FY Grunnbok
NKI Forlaget 1990
A. Isnes, T. Kristensen, K. Svelle and B. Tysdahl
Naturfag 7-9. Energi og Miljø
Cappelen (.lerbindsverk) bind 6 1990

A. lsnes, T. Kristensen, K. Svelle and B. Tysdahl
Naturfag 7-9, Livsstil og helse
Cappelen, flerbindsverk, bind 7 1990
S. Messelt, T. Engeland, I. Espe, O. Herbjørnsen og H. Bratsberg
Fys 221: Analog og digital måleteknikk
Veiledning til 8 laboratorieoppgaver
Fysisk Institutt, Univ. i Oslo, 1990
E. Osnes and P. Vold
Innledning til Seminar om Fysikkundervisning, Ustaoset 14-17 august, 1990
Rapport redigert av P. Vold og J.E. Nordlvedt (Norsk Fysikkråd og Norsk Fysisk
Selskap)

11.6 Science Policy
K. Gjøtterud
Tillitskrise ved Universitetet i Oslo
Debattinnlegg Dagbladet, 21 april, 1990
:

K. Gjøtterud, B. Waaler og A. Aames
Universitetsuroen, en prinsippstrid
Debattinnlegg i Aftenposten, 22 august, 1990

K. Gjøtterud
Krisen skjerpet og utvidet
Debattinnlegg i Dagbladet, 4 april, 1990
T. Gulliksen, F. Ingcbretsen, K. Liestøl og E. Solheim
"IT-strategiplan for UiO" og "Bedre undervisning til Bere ved bruk av ny teknologi"
Fakultetsuttalclse, november, 1990
0 . Holter og F. Ingebretser.
Fra Redaktørene
Fra Fysikkens Verden no. 1.2,3,4, \W.52, 1990
E. Osnes
Årsmelding for Norsk Fysisk Selskap 1989-1990
Fra Fysikkens Verden 52, 75, 1990
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J. Reiestad
"Deke Tillit, Lønning!"
Artikkel i Dagbladet. 6 april, 1990
J. Reiestad
"Si nei til ettf.rcming!"
Artikkel i Dagbladet, 20 april, 1990
J. Reiestad
"Kollegieflertallets oppgjør nødvendig"
Artikkel i Aftenposten, 30 august, 1990
J. Rekstad
"Forskerstyring ved Universitetet"
Artikkel i Aftenposten , 8 oktober, 1990
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